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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A computer-controlled universal seating buck was designed and constructed to 
simulate G-, H-, and S-body seating packages in the laboratory and to allow push-button 
adjustment of locations for primary vehicle controls and armrests. This facility was used to 
study the preferred and acceptable locations of door and center armrest for one hundred male 
and female drivers ranging in stature from 5th percentile female to 95th percentile male. 
The data were analyzed to determine the optimal and required locations of armrests in the 
different seating packages and to determine relationships between preferred armrest heights 
and locations among drivers of different statures. 
It was found that there was no relationship between driver stature and preferred 
armrest height for either the door- or console-side armrests, and that many drivers preferred 
the center armrest lower than the door armrest while very few preferred the door armrest 
lower than the center armrest. There was a relationship between preferred frondback elbow 
position and driver stature, whereby the elbows of taller drivers, who tend to sit more 
rearward, are also positioned further rearward. 
In order to determine the optimal door armrest heights in the three vehicles, the 
locations that maximized the number of subjects who would accept the armrest height were 
determined. The data from the different subject groups were weighted to represent the 
driver population by stature. As expected, the optimal armrest heights are higher relative to 
acceleration heel point (AHP) for vehicles with higher seats. For the door armrest the 
optimal height above AHP is about 18.7 inches for the G-body vehicle and about 21.6 inches 
for the S-body vehicle. For the console armrest, the optimal height above AHP is about 
17.5 inches for the G-body vehicle and about 20.2 inches for the S-body vehicle. 
With respect to design H-point, the optimal armrest heights are highest in the G-body 
vehicle and lowest in the S-body vehicle. For the G-body the optimal armrest heights are 
9.6 inches and 8.4 inches above H-point for the door and console armrests, respectively. In 
the S-body vehicle, the optimal armrest heights are 7.8 inches and 6.4 inches above H-point 
for the door and center armrests, respectively. The smallest variance between vehicles in 
optimal armrest height is for the distance relative to the center of the steering wheel. 
In all but one case the optimal armrest heights determined in this study are 
significantly higher than the heights of door armrests and console surfaces in current 
vehicles. The only exception is the current height of the seat armrest in the S-body vehicle 
which is located within a few millimeters of the optimal height determined in this study. 
Front-to-back elbow position data were used to determine required and "potentially 
usable" armrest locations and lengths in the X-direction. Results match closely to locations 
in current vehicles. The optimal positions for finger grip controls on the door arrnrest were 
also measured with the elbow in the preferred location. The results show no relationships to 
driver stature, and the optimal positions are from 16.3 inches forward of H-point for the S- 
body vehicle to 18.9 inches forward of H-point for the G-body vehicle. 
A pilot study was conducted to determine the repeatability of the position data by 
having four subjects return on another day to perform the testing a second time. The results 
of this study indicate good repeatable and consistency of subjects in locating their preferred 
positions and estimating their acceptable ranges. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
With increased competition in the automotive marketplace and continuing pressures 
to make cars smaller as well as safer, improved ergonomic design of the driver workspace 
has become an important concern of vehicle designers and engineers. One important area of 
driver ergonomics is with regard to the locations and orientations of primary vehicle controls 
and related components of driver convenience, such as the driver armrests. In the past, 
decisions about control and component locations have not been based on experimental data 
of driver needs and preferences. At best, decisions regarding control locations have been 
educated guesses by experienced designers and engineers. Too frequently, however, 
locations of interior components and controls are based on the preference of one or two 
individuals in the corporation, or are dictated by other physical design constraints. 
There is a need to remove the guess work involved in vehicle interior design by 
establishing a scientific ergonomic data base upon which driver workspace and seating 
design decisions can be made. Ultimately, such a data base will lead to the establishment of 
driver workspace design criteria and design parameter values. Such a data base must deal 
not only with the range of vehicle types and seating packages but also with the range of 
driver physical characterisitics. 
This study was undertaken, as a part of the Chrysler Challenge Fund, to meet this 
need for ergonomic data by experimentally determining the preferred and acceptable 
locations of driver components and controls. Since it would be extremely difficult, if not 
impossible, to conduct such studies in actual vehicles, where the locations of primary 
controls and other vehicle components must be varied over significant ranges, it was fnst 
necessary to design and build a test facility that would allow the collection of the desired 
data base. 
This report describes the "universal" seating buck that was engineered and fabricated 
and the procedures and results for an initial measurement study in which one hundred 
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subjects were evaluated for preferred armrest positions in three passenger vehicle seating 
packages, ranging from the sports car or G-body to the minivan or S-body. A subsequent 
study, with the goal of determining driver preference for the locations of the seat, steering 
wheel, pedals, and shift knob as well as the armrests, is in progress and will be reported on 
in a future document. 
The rights, welfare, and informed consent of the volunteer subjects who participated in this 
study were observed under guidelines established by the U.S. Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare Policy (now Health and Human Services) on Protection of Human 
Subjects and accomplished under medical research design protocol standards approved by 
the Committee to Review Grants for Clinical Research and Investigation Involving Human 
Beings, Medical School, The University of Michigan. 
11. METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
A. DESCRIPTION OF TEST FACILITY 
1. Seating Buck Design Criteria 
In order to meet the needs of the research program, several general design criteria 
were established for the "universal" seating buck. First, the facility had to be capable of 
representing a range of passenger car package configurations, including the Chrysler G-body 
(sports car), the H-body (sedan), and the S-body (minivan). Second, in order to test 
subjects in all three vehicle packages during a single measurement session, the buck had to 
be easily adjustable from one package configuration to another. A third general 
requirement was that subjects be able to adjust the positions of primary vehicle controls and 
armrests easily and without intimidation by the investigator. Finally, in order to facilitate 
the testing process and minimize errors in data acquisition, it was desired that the 
measurement and recording of position data be as automated as possible. 
2. General Description 
Figures 1 and 2 show the completed computer-controlled "universal" seating buck 
that resulted from these basic design considerations. The base structure is made of 2" x 2" 
steel tubing with 314-inch plywood forming the platforms for seat attachment, subject entry 
and exit, and the accelerator heel point (AHP) reference surface. Separate structural 
modules are bolted to the base unit to provide support and position adjustment for the 
different driver controls and components. Black cloth was used to cover most of the 
metallic structures and mechanisms to give a more attractive and less distracting appearance 
to the buck. During testing, a more realistic driving environment is provided by projecting a 
road scene onto a screen mounted on the buck in front of the subject. 
The clutchbrake pedal assembly and the steering-wheel hardware are supported by 
an aluminum frame structure mounted to the left front area of the base unit. As shown in 
Figure 1. UMTRI computer-controlled "universal" seating buck. 
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Figure 2. UMTRI "universal" seating buck. 
Figure 3, this module also houses the electronic interface hardware and power supplies for 
component positioning and readout of vehicle component positions. The shift linkage 
assembly and console armrest positioning modules are located and attached along the right 
side of the main frame, while the door structure and door armrest unit is attached to the base 
structure to the left of the vehicle seat. This modular design approach provides for easy 
system modification in future studies since any of the component modules can be easily 
removed and replaced or modified. 
In addition to providing for manual adjustment of component positions and 
orientations to simulate the different package configurations, the facility includes the ability 
to adjust the position of several components by electrically-powered screw-motor actuators. 
Selection and activation of these devices is by either the hand-held module shown in Figure 
4, or by the computer keyboard. With the hand-held unit, the component to be moved is 
selected by a rotary switch at one end of the plastic cylinder and the direction of motion is 
controlled by two pushbutton switches on the side of the unit. Keyboard control allows the 
actuator (i.e., component) selected by the investigator to be moved in small increments using 
the "PgUp" or "PgDn" keys or by alternating starts and stops using the "up-arrow" or "down- 
arrow" keys. 
Dimensions and coordinates obtained from the G-body, H-body, and S-body package 
drawings and 5826 H-point specifications were used to establish design positions and 
orientations for the steering column, pedals, seat, and door window frames for the sports car, 
mid-size sedan, and minivan configurations, respectively. A complete list of the package 
coordinates and dimensions is presented in Appendix A of this report. The following 
paragraphs describe the features of this test facility and the manual and automatic 
adjustments in greater detail. 
Figure 3. Pedal and steering wheel support structure containing 
electronic interface hardware. 
Figure 4. Hand-held module used by subjects to adjust positions 
of vehicle components. 
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3. Vehicle Components 
In order to facilitate adjustment from one seating package configuration to another, 
the same driver control and seat components were used for all three body styles. Thus, the 
same steering wheel, accelerator pedal, seatiseat track assembly, clutchlbrake pedal 
assembly, and shift knob~linkage mechanisms were used in all three package setups. 
However, as described below, adjustability in the positions, orientations, and movements 
(e.g,, clutch pedal travel) of these assemblies and components was provided for in order to 
achieve the different package configurations. 
In addition to the primary control components and vehicle seat, the test facility 
includes a simulated driver doorlwindow frame structure which is different for each body 
style, a common driver door armrest surface, and a center armrest surface. For the H- and 
G-body styles, the center armrest surface consists of the plastic console lid used in the H- 
body vehicle. For the S-body configuation, this is replaced by the seat-mounted pivoting- 
type armrest from an S-body vehicle. 
4. Buck Reference System 
The accelerator heel point (AHP) was established as a common, fixed reference point 
on the buck for all three seating packages. As illustrated in Figure 5, the X axis is positive 
toward the rear, the Z axis is positive up, and the Y axis is positive toward the right. The 
origin of the buck coordinate system can be considered to lie at the intersection of an X-Z 
plane (i.e., front to back vertical plane) at the seat centerline with a line in the Y-direction 
(i.e., side to side) passing through the AHP. The X and Z coordinates of the AHP for each 
of the vehicle package drawings (see Tables 1,2 and 3 of Appendix A) can be used with 
measurement distances from the AHP along the three axes to convert control/component 
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Figure 5. Schematic drawing of seating buck illustrating buck and vehicle coordinate 
axes and vehicle components that can be positioned by subjects. 
measurement systems and validiation of component locations in buck coordinates was 
achieved by measuring orthogonally fiom established reference surfaces using a standard 
anthropometer fitted with bubble levels. Vertical distances were measured from either the 
AHP surface or seat-base platform surface, lateral distances were measured from the right 
edge of the seat-base platform, while longitudinal measurements were taken from a vertical 
reference surface located behind the seat. The locations of these surfaces relative to key 
vehicle landmarks such as the AHP and seat centerline are also given in the tables of 
Appendix A. 
5. Seat and Seat Track 
The seat used for all three package configurations is Chrylsers' 1986 Enthusiast 
high-performance seat with manual seat track mechanism and seat back angle adjuster. The 
inflatable bags for thigh and lumbar support were kept deflated during all calibration and 
testing. The seat track was anchored to a 314-inch-thick plywood board by means of four 
aluminum spacers and fitted with measuring scales for manual readout of seat detent and 
seat back angle. In order not to limit a subject's desired seat position by available seat 
travel in production seats, the track length was extended at each end to allow several detents 
of seat travel beyond that normally provided. This extended seat track has a total of 21 
detents with detent spacings of approximately 21 mm (33 inches), for a total seat travel 
range of about 420 mm (16.5 inches). As shown in Figure 6, the seat track is inclined 
upward toward the front of the buck and is slightly curved so that the seat tilts backward 
approximately 1/2 degree for every detent moved rearward over the normal seat track 
operating range. 
The SAE J826 H-point machine was used to determine the spacer heights needed to 
properly position the seat mounting board so that the design H-point specifications for the 
Figure 6. Seat with extended track mounted to plywood board via aluminum spacers. 
Note detent indicator and seatback angle scale. 
G-, H-, and S-body vehicles would be achieved. This H-point validation process was also 
used to determine which detent on the extended seat track corresponded to the design 
position in each package. Figure 7 shows the H-point machine on the seat during this 
process. Several trials were conducted at different seat positions and seat back angles in 
order to determine the design detents. After these initial H-point calibrations, support 
f~ tures  and spacers were fabricated to locate and orient the seat and provide for seat 
adjustment among the different vehicle packages. Upon completion of these fixtures, the H- 
point machine was used again to verify that the desired specifications had been met. Table 
1 compares the results obtained for the two trials. The differences are small and within 
acceptable tolerances. 
Figures 8 and 9 show the seat positioned at the G- and S-body locations respectively. 
Table 2 provides some basic information on the seat track and travel for the G-, H-, and S- 
body seat orientations. . 
6. Power-adiusted Control Locations and Electrical Readout of Position 
In its present configuration, the test facility provides for push-button control of eight 
vehicle component/direction variables by either the hand-held module or by the computer 
keyboard. In order to quickly and reliably record the positions of power-actuated 
components selected by subjects, and to enable the computer to position these components at 
desired locations, high-resolution ten-turn potentiometers and spring-loaded pulley/cable 
mechanisms were incorporated into the facility to provide electrical signals proportional to 
component positions. Figure 10 shows the position monitoring system for the steering- 
wheel- frondback adjustment. The potentiometer is attached to the non-moving structure 
and the wire cable that winds around and attaches to a pulley on the shaft of the 
potentiometer is attached to the moving structure to which the steering-wheel assembly is 




Comparison of Final H-Point Calibration Values 
with G, H, and S Body Design Specifications 
Specification 
Desired Measured Diff 
G-BODY: Detent=15, Back Angle=22 
AHP to H-POINT (horiz.) 






H-BODY: Detent=14, Back Angle=22 
AHP to H-POINT (horiz.) 






S-BODY: Detent=13, Back Angle=20 
AHP to H-POINT (horiz.) 






Note: Back angle corresponds to reading on scale attached to seat 
Figure 8. Seat positioned in G-body location. 
Figure 9. Seat positioned in the S-body location. 
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Table 2. 
Seat Track Characteristics 
of Vehicles and Buck 
Vehicle 
G H S 
Vehicle 
# Detents x: 
Design Detent z: 
Design H-point x : 
z : 
Full Rearward H-point x: 
z : 
Full Forward H-point x: 
2: 
Horizontal Seat Travel (mm) 
Seat Rise (mm) 
Detent Spacing (mm) 
Detent = Design H-point 
Detent Spacing (mrn) 
Detent = full rear 
Detent = full forward 
fastened. A coil spring inside the pulley maintains tension on the cable and rewinds it when 
the steering wheel moves forward on the buck. 
The voltage at the wiper arm of each potentiometer is proportional to the location of 
the steering wheel and is input to the IBM PC computer via one of eight A/D channels. 
Calibration of each potentiometer unit was achieved by recording A/D values at specified 
component locations measured in buck coordinates. These data were plotted on graph paper 
to check the linearity of the relationships and to determine the slope and intercept of each 
linear calibration equation. The equations were then adjusted by adding an appropriate 
offset term to give coordinate values in the different vehicle reference systems. Thus, each 
component/direction calibration equation is of the form: 
Veh. Coord. = (AD, - ADd * C, + R, 
where: 
Veh. Coord. = the component location in the vehicle reference system 
AD, = the AD reading at the component location 
ADR = the A/D reading for that component/direction variable at a fixed 
point 
C, = the slope of the A/D versus measured distance (in mm) for that 
component/direction variable 
R, = the vehicle coordinate corresponding to the futed point at which 
AD, was obtained 
7. S teering-Wheel Positioning 
Steering-wheel height and steering-column tilt were designed to be manually 
adjustable to accomodate the differences for the three vehicle types. Figure 11 shows the 
Figure 10. Position sensing unit for steering-wheel frontback 
location (i.e., X-coordinate). 
Figure 11. Steering-wheel angle and height adjustment mechanism. 
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steering-wheel support and adjustment mechanism that replaces the standard column and 
allows these desired adjustments. In addition to tilt and height adjustments, the offset or 
"cant" angle of the steering wheeVcolumn from the X-Z plane is manually adjustable to 
allow the center of the steering wheel to move about 3" to either side of the seat center line. 
Steering-wheel-front-to-back adjustment for establishing the steering wheel at design 
locations as well as for subject adjustments in future studies is by means of the screw-motor 
actuator. 
8. Brake and Clutch Pedal Positioning 
As previously indicated, the brake and clutch pedals used in the buck are the same 
for all three vehicle body styles and are fixed laterally with respect to each other and relative 
to the accelerator pedal at locations that minimize the position errors (see pedal dimensions 
in Tables 4,5, and 6 of Appendix A). There are also differences in the brake-to-clutch 
pedal offset for the three vehicles in the X-Z plane. In the G- and H- body vehicles the 
offsets are nearly identical at about 30 mm, measuring between the top centers of the two 
pedals in the package drawings. In the S-body vehicle this distance is approximately 21 
mm on the package drawings. In the seating buck the distance was set between 21 and 30 
mm to minimize the error for the different vehicles. 
Figure 12 shows the support structure for the clutch and brake pedal unit. 
Differences in clutch and brake travel for the different vehicles are accomplished by wooden 
blocks of different heights that clip to the aluminum plate behind the pedal linkage. 
Realistic clutch pedal force is achieved by attaching the clutch cables to a 
clutch/transmission assembly mounted just forward of the pedals. Brake pedal force is 
simulated by means of a block of hard rubber placed between the pedal linkage and the 
mounting plate. The heights and orientations of the brakelclutch pedal assembly are 
Figure 12. Support structure for brakelclutch pedal assmebly. 
Figure 13. Contoured slots in pedal assembly mounting plate for manual adjustment 
of brakelclutch pedal height and orientation. 
different for the three body styles and are achieved by means of a pair of bolts that connect 
the clutch/brake support structure to the translating mounting plate. As shown in Figure 13, 
specially contoured slots in the translating plate provide for adjustment and orientation of the 
pedals to the different vehicle package requirements. Adjustment of the brakeJclutch pedal 
assembly from one configuration to another is achieved by manually sliding the assembly 
along the slots to one of three sets of detents which correspond to the desired pedal 
orientations. At each of these detents, a knurled-handled bolt is tightened to lock the pedal 
assembly in position. 
9. Accelerator Pedal Positioning 
A single accelerator pedal is located at the same lateral position relative to the seat 
centerline for all three vehicles. The angle of the accelerator pedal is manually adjustable 
by the mechanism shown in Figure 14 in order to achieve the desired pedal orientations in 
the different vehicles. Resistance of the accelerator pedal is accomplished by means of a 
simple tension spring that hooks the pedal linkage to the mounting plate. 
10. Shift Knob Positioning 
The same shift linkage unit is used for all three vehicle models and is attached to the 
support module shown in Figure 15 that allows positioning in the X, Y, and Z directions by 
means of screw-motor actuators. The shift linkage is connected to a 5-speed manual 
transmission by the standard cables and the transmission was lubricated and adjusted to 
provide a smooth and realistic "feel" to shift linkage operation. 
11. Armrests and Driver Door/Window 
The seating buck includes two armrests and armrest supports -- one for the driver 
Figure 14. Accelerator pedal support and adjustment module. 
Figure 15. Shift knobllinkage support and adjustment module. 
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door and one for the center armrest. The driver door armrest consists of a three-inch-wide 
vinyl-padded surface that runs longitudinally and horizontally along the driver door. Up- 
and-down positioning of this armrest is by means of a screw-motor actuator located within 
the pseudo-door structure as shown in Figure 16. A measuring tape was attached to the top 
surface of the vinyl armrest to provide for measurement of elbow position in the X direction 
(i.e., front to back). The doorlarmrest assembly slides laterally on linear bearings and shafts 
to provide for manual adjustment of door and armrest lateral positions relative to the seat 
centerline and to enable easy ingress and egress for the subject. Driver-door window frame 
units were fabricated from G-, H-, and S-body vehicle doors and can be manually attached 
and removed from the door armrest support structure during a test session. 
The center or console armrest attaches to a cantilevered aluminum arm fixed to a 
support structure located to the right of the seating buck as shown in Figures 17 and 18. 
The armrest moves up and down and front and back by means of screw-motor actuators and 
can be manually adjusted in the lateral direction to accomodate the different lateral positions 
of the center armrest with respect to the seat centerline. As previously mentioned, a 
standard center console cover is used as the armrest surface for the G- and H-body vehicles, 
while a soft, seat-mounted armrest from a minivan is attached to the unit for S-body testing. 
B. SELECI'ION AND RECRUITMENT OF SUBJECTS 
Two sampling strategies were considered for this study. In one, 100 subjects would 
be selected with the goal of matching the distribution of U.S. adult population for stature, 
gender, age, and weight characteristics. In the second, equal numbers of subjects would be 
selected within specific stature ranges from the 5th percentile female to the 95th percentile 
male, while weight and age would be allowed to vary over normal ranges in each 
stature/gender group. The first approach would produce results that could be easily 
Figure 16. Driver door module and adjustable armrest. 
Figure 17. Center armrest support and adjustment module with H- 
and G-body console cover in place. 
Figure 18. S-body seat armrest unit in place on center armrest support structure. 
interpreted for population percentile information, but data obtained for subjects at the 
population extremes (i.e., small and large persons) would be highly sensitive to the one or 
two subjects chosen to represent these segments of the population. In addition, the first 
sampling strategy does not allow for the effects of variability in body proportions for a given 
stature (i.e., long torso, short legs versus long legs, short torso) or for variability in preferred 
positions due to non-anthropometric factors (e.g., driving habit, type of vehicle). 
In contrast, the second sampling strategy uses equal numbers of subjects for all 
stature segments of the population and thereby provides data on measurement variability 
within specific stature groups. Population percentile values can still be determined by 
weighting the data from subjects in different groups. For these reasons, the second 
approach was chosen for this study. 
Ten subject groups were defined around the loth, 25th 50th, 75th, and 90th 
percentile values of stature for males and females based on the 197 1-74 Health and Nutrition 
Examination Survey or HANES data (Abraham et al., 1979). In each group, ten subjects 
were recruited for a total sample size of 100. Table 3 shows selected percentile values of 
stature for U.S. population males and females, while Table 4 shows the stature ranges for 
the subject groups defined in this study. For example, for the 10th percentile female group, 
the stature ranged from the 5th to the 15th percentile with corresponding stature values of 
151.1 cm (59.5 in.) and 154.9 cm (61.0 in.). As indicated, values for the 15th 40th 60th, 
and 85th stature percentiles were not directly available from HANES reports and were 
therefore estimated using the mean values and standard deviations of population stature data 
for males and females, along with the assumption that stature values are normally distributed 
for the male and female segments of the population. 
Within each group, subject weight and age were allowed to vary over a "normal" 
range. An attempt was made to obtain subjects over the full age range from 18 to 74 years 
Table 3. 
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and not to use extremely obese individuals. Subjects were also required to have recent 
experience driving a 4- or 5-speed manual transmission vehicle. 
While the seating buck was being designed and constructed, subjects were recruited 
through advertisements in local newspapers and postings in public places. In addition, 
subjects who had been involved in previous studies at UMTRI were contacted for 
participation. Those persons who responded to the advertisements were screened in a phone 
interview for basic q u ~ c a t i o n s  and informed of the purpose of the study. Interested 
volunteers were then scheduled for a brief measurement session during which their stature 
was verified and a standard health questionnaire and subject consent form were filled out, 
If a potential subject met the study criteria and qualified for one of the staturelgender 
groups for which subjects were needed, additional anthropometric measurements were taken 
to obtain a more complete physical description of the subject and to obtain body size 
measurements that might correlate with preferred seat and armrest locations. Table 5 shows 
a list of these measurements. The subject was then informed that helshe would be contacted 
by phone to schedule a time for testing in the seating buck. 
C. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES AND PROTOCOL 
Pretest Preparation 
Upon completion of the seating buck and the IBM XT interface hardware, recruited 
subjects were scheduled for a test session. Table 6 summarizes the steps involved in . 
preparing for and testing each subject. Volunteers were scheduled approximately one week 
in advance and were told that a questionnaire (see Appendix H) regarding how and when 
they used annrests in their own vehicle would be sent to them by mail, Because of a 
concern that drivers may not be consciously aware of their use of armrests, subjects were 
instructed to read the questionnaire when it arrived and to consider the questions and issues 
Table 5. 
List of Anthropometric Measurements 
(without shoes/with clothes) 
S tame 
Stature (with shoes) 
Sitting Height 
Eye Height (sitting) 
Shoulder Height (sitting) 
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Summary of Armrest Study Test Protocol 
Prior to Subiect Arrival 
1. Run "ARMNEW" program. Determine initial vehicle seating package. Enter 
anthropometric data. 
2, Configure buck to represent desired seating package. 
After Subiect Arrival 
3. Explain purpose of tests, familiarize subject with facility, and collect armrest 
questionnaire. 
4. Collect PREFERRED SEAT TRACK and BACK ANGLE data. 
5. Move door structure into correct lateral position. 
6,  Collect PREFERRED ARMREST LOCATION data. 
7. Collect PREFERRED ELBOW AND FINGER POSITION data. 
8. Collect left ELBOW front~back ACCEPTABLE RANGE data. 
9. Collect ARMREST HEIGHT ACCEPTABLE RANGE data. 
10. Take right-side PHOTOGRAPH of subject in relaxed driving posture with hand on 
steering wheel and elbows on armrests located at preferred positions. 
11. Collect SEATED ANTHROPOMETRlC measurements. 
12. Instruct subject to leave buck while components are repositioned for next vehicle 
package. 
13. Repeat steps 4 through 12 for two more seating packages. 
it raised as they drove their vehicle over the next few days. They were then to write down 
their responses and bring the completed questionnaire to their test session. This not only 
helped to get more accurate and meaningful information in the armrest survey, but it made 
the subjects more conscious of their use of armrests prior to their test session. 
Before a subject arrived, the anthropometric measurements taken in a previous 
session were entered into the computer and saved in a file on the XT hard disk. The seating 
buck was manually configured to one of the three package designs (G-, H-, or S-Body) that 
was randomly selected by the computer. Upon arrival, the subject was reinformed that the 
goal of the study was to obtain information about prefened locations of door and console 
armrests in three types of passenger cars. The basic features and operation of the seating 
buck were explained and the subject was instructed that he should verbalize any thoughts 
and impressions experienced during the testing process. These comments were hand 
recorded by the investigator during testing and subsequently added to the subject's data file. 
Prior to instructing the subject to sit in the seat, the buck was configured by 
computer-generated commands to the desired initial conditions. The steering wheel, pedals, 
and shift knob were positioned at the design locations and orientations while the console 
armrest was moved back and to the lowest possible height and the door armrest was also 
placed at a minimum height. The seat was manually positioned at a detent toward the back 
of the travel range (detent 16 or greater) so that it was further back than the subject would 
prefer and the seat-back angle was set to the most upright position corresponding to a scale 
reading of 20 degrees. During the SAE J826 H-point calibration, the design seat-back 
angles were determined to be inclined back from this position. Therefore, scale readings 
were subsequently converted to "back-angle-re-H-point" values according to the H-point 
calibrations for the different vehicles. 
2. Preferred Armrest Locations 
With the buck set to the above conditions, the subject was instructed to step onto the 
platform and to sit in the vehicle seat. The slide projector was turned on to project a road 
scene on the screen and the subject was instructed to adjust the seat forelaft position and 
seat-back angle to positions that he judged to be most comfortable for driving. Subjects 
were encouraged to search for their preferred seat locations and to try several detent and 
back-angle positions before making a decision. When a subject had selected hisher 
preferred seat conditions, the detent number and back angle were read from the scales 
attached to the side of the seat and entered into the computer via the keyboard. The door 
structure was then moved into the lateral position for the vehicle body style being 
represented. 
At this time the subject was instructed to place his hands on the steering wheel in the 
way he would normally drive. Recognizing that drivers may use different hand positions at 
different times and under different driving conditions, the subjects were encouraged to select 
hand positions for the kind of driving in which they would be most likely to use the vehicle 
armrests (generally highway driving). They were then given the hand control module and 
instructed to dial in and adjust the door armrest height, the console armrest height, and the 
console forelaft position to locations that were most comfortable for their use. Figure 19 
shows the investigator in the seating buck operating the hand-control module. The subjects 
were encouraged to search for a position, to simulate vehicle steering, and to alternately 
adjust the three armrest position variables since they might be interrelated (e.g., preferred 
door armrest height may be influenced by preferred console armrest height). For the G- and 
H-body vehicle mockups, the subject was also instructed to consider operation of the shift 
knob when adjusting the console annrest. When the subject was satisfied with the 
locations, the investigator key-stroked the computer to record the A D  values corresponding 
Figure 19. Investigator using hand control module. 
Figure 20. Measurement of subject back-of-elbow position. 
to potentiometer voltage readings of the armrest positions. 
Upon completion of the preferred armrest locations, the hand-held control module 
was taken from the subject and heishe was instructed to position hisfher elbows on the 
armrests in the most comfortable frontback locations on the two armrests. The preferred 
forejaft back-of-elbow locations were then read from tape measures attached to the armrests 
as illustrated in Figure 20 and were typed into the computer. The subject was then 
instructed to keep hisfher left elbow in this preferred position and to pinch a sliding metal 
bracket near the front of the door armrest between the thumb and fingers. The location of 
this bracket was read from the tape as a measure of the preferred location for finger-tip 
controls as illustrated in Figure 21. 
3. Acceptable Limits of Armrest Locations 
In addition to information on preferred heights and frontiback locations of the 
armrests, it was desired to determine locations that describe each person's acceptable range. 
That is, we wanted to determine armrest heights that would be usable even though they may 
not be optimal, and elbow locations that defined the maximum required armrest length. 
Acceptable height ranges for the armrests were determined with the investigator 
controlling armrest height from the computer keyboard. The subject was instructed to keep 
his elbows on the armrests while they were moved. Beginning with the door armrest in the 
subject's preferred position, the anmest was moved up until the subject indicated that it was 
defhtely out of a usable range. The armrest was then moved down in increments of 
approximately 5 mm until the subject indicated that the height was usable (i.e. acceptable). 
The computer automatically recorded the A/D value for this position and calculated the 
corresponding vehicle coordinate value. The armrest was then returned to the subject's 
preferred position from which it was brought down to search for a lower limit in a similar 
Figure 21. Measurement of subject finger grip position. 
manner. The same procedure was repeated for the console armrest. While performing 
these tests for acceptable m s t  heights, subjects were allowed to move their hands to 
different positions on the steering wheel to accommodate the position of the armrest. 
Rearward and forward acceptable limits for the left (i.e., door-side) elbow position 
were measured to obtain information that would define a maximum length for the door 
armrest and its location in vehicle coordinates. With the left elbow in the preferred 
fronthack location, each subject was instructed to move his elbow back as far as he could 
reasonably place it, while still being comfortable. This position was read from the tape 
measure and entered into the computer. The subject was then instructed to slide his elbow 
as far forward as he could reasonably rest his elbow and again the back-of-elbow location 
was read and entered into the computer. 
4. Additional Measurements 
After the limits of the acceptable ranges had been determined, a right-side 
photograph of the subject in a relaxed driving posture was taken to provide a qualitative 
record of the subject with preferred armrest locations. Finally, three anthropometric 
measurements were taken while the subject was in the vehicle seat. With the subject in a 
relaxed driving posture with both hands on the steering wheel and eyes looking straight 
ahead, seated height, top-of-shoulder height, and top-of-shoulder frontback location were 
measured and entered into the computer. When these were completed (approximately 20 
minutes into testing), the subject was instructed to step out of the buck for a short rest while 
manual and computer-controlled adjustments to the buck were made in order to configure it 
to the next vehicle body-style. At the end of the test session, subjects were informed that 
they would be contacted at a future date for testing in the second phase of the study (i.e., the 
study of primary control positions). 
D. DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 
All component and subject position data collected by A/D conversion or manually 
entered into the computer were converted to vehicle coordinates and stored in a file on 
diskette. Four seperate files were used to save the data for each subject -- one for the 
anthropometric data, and one each for data from of the G-, H-, and S-body vehicles. The 
data for all subjects were later combined into one file on the Michigan Terminal System 
(MTS) with the data for each subject occupying one line or record. A statisical analysis 
package called MlDAS was used along with other computer programs to display and 
interpret the results. 
A first step in the analysis of the data was to "clean" or edit the data of "outliers." 
This was accomplished by visual examination of histograms and scatter plots generated for 
each measurement or set of two related variables. Identified outliers or questionable data 
points were traced back to the subject's file and decisions as to the validity of these data 
points were made. In some cases the correct value could be determined, such as when an 
error in the entry of an anthropometric measurement value was found. In others, it was 
necessary to delete the data point. Data for two of the 100 subjects were entirely deleted 
from the test sample. A subject from Group 4 was deleted because she had several "bad" 
data points, and one from Group 9 was deleted after it was learned that he was required by 
his physician to position his legs in an unnatural way while driving. 
When the data set was judged to be "clean", filrther analysis and interpretation was 
begun. New variables were created from the baseline variables for which data had been 
collected. For example, a variable for the range of door armrest heights was created by 
subtracting the variable for the lower armrest height limit from that of the upper armrest 
height limit. Results were displayed in graphical and tabular form by individual subject and 
by subject group (i.e., means and standard deviations) to examine for relationships within 
groups, between groups, and between preferred component locations and other subject and 
vehicle parameters. Where relationships could be visually observed, linear regressions 
were computed for the variables involved and scatter plots were generated. 
The armrest and elbow preferred-location and acceptable-range data for the 
individual subjects were used to determine optimal armrest heights and required armrest 
lengths for each of the vehicles. Assuming that in a production vehicle the armrest will be 
located at a fxed height, and that there is no relationship between preferred armrest height 
and preferred elbow frontback locations (which was found to be the case in this study), the 
optimal armrest height was defined as the 2-coordinate that would accommodate the largest 
percent of the population. This location, which is based on the acceptable-range data, 
would also hopefully maximize the number of persons whose preferred axmrest height 
would be accomodated. 
For the front-to-back locations and lengths of the armrests, the minimum and 
maximum values of back-of-elbow preferred locations and acceptable limits (left side only) 
for the total population of subjects were simply used to define minimum (using preferred 
elbow position) and maximum (using acceptable limits) armrest lengths, respectively, and 
their corresponding locations in vehicle coordinates. 
Figure 22 shows the manner in which the acceptable-range data were used to 
determine the coordinate value that minimized the number of persons in the population that 
would not accept a particular armrest height. A computer program was written to count the 
number of subjects whose acceptable range for a particular measurement variable spanned 
discrete coordinate values along the axis of interest. The program begins with a coordinate 
value that is less than the lowest acceptable limit for all subjects and examines the subject 
data at ten-millimeter increments until a coordinate value greater than the maximum 
acceptable limit is examined. Since the distribution of stature in the subject population is 
Figure 22. Prc 
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~cedure for counting the number of subjects who would accept a 
component at discrete coordinates. 
vehicle 
Table 7. 
Weighting Factors Used to Describe Results for 
the U.S. Adult Population with Subject Population Data 
Sample % of U.S. Weighting 
Group # Size Represented Factor 
not representative of the distribution of stature in the U.S. population (i.e., the driver 
population), different weighting factors were applied to the "count" in each subject group. 
Table 7 shows the weighting factors used. 
As an example, subjects in group 1 were considered to represent 15 percent of the 
U.S. female population (i.e., 0 to 15th percentile in stature) or 7.5 percent of the U.S. adult 
population (assuming equal numbers of males and females). Subjects in group 2, on the 
other hand, were considered to represent 12.5 percent of the U.S. population. Since each of 
these groups contain ten subjects, the count from each subject in group 1 was given a 
weighting factor of .75 = 7.5110 (i.e., each subject represents .75 percentile) and the count 
from each subject in group 2 was given a weighting factor of 1.25 = 12.5/10 (each subject 
represents 1.25 percentile of the U.S. population). 
After counting the number of subjects whose acceptable range spanned the 
coordinate value, and weighting and summing these counts, the totals were converted to 
describe the percent of the driving population who would not accept the control or 
component at each coordinate location. These "percent-not-acceptable" values were then 
plotted versus the appropriate coordinate axis as shown by the solid line of Figure 23. 
In addition to using the acceptable-range data to determine the component location 
with greatest acceptance (i.e., minimum percent not acceptable ), the computer program also 
counted the number of subjects whose prefered location fell inside a one-inch-wide window 
as it moved along the coordinate axis in increments of ten millimeters. These data were also 
weighted and converted as described above to obtain the percent of the ~o~ulation who 
would not prefer the component at the location defined by the center of the one-inch window 
plus and minus 112 inch. These results were plotted along with the "percent-not-acceptable" 
curve as illustrated by the dashed line in Figure 23. 
Figure 23. Percent of population who would not accept (solid line) 
and percent of population who would not prefer (dashed line) 
door armrest height at specific vehicle coordinates of G-body vehicle. 
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m. RESULTS 
It isn't possible within the time frame and scope of the present study to perform all 
the data analyses or investigate all the relationships between dependent and independent 
variables that one might eventually want to examine. The following sections summarize 
some the anthropometric and test results, examine these results for obvious trends and 
relationships, and interpret the armrest position information with regard to improved armrest 
locations and vehicle factors that seem to have a primary influence on armrest location. 
Further analyses of the raw data can be performed as needed with regard to specific 
questions and problems that may arise. 
The descriptions of the results that follow have been divided into several subsections. 
Subsection A briefly describes the anthropometric characteristics of the ten subject groups, 
subsection B presents the results of preferred seat locations and seat-back angles for the 
three seating configurations, and subsection C presents the seated anthropometry results. 
Subsection D describes the results for preferred and acceptable locations of armrests, 
subsection E presents the interpretation of these armrest position results in terms of optimal 
and required amwest locations in the vehicles, and, in subsection F, some additional 
relationships between optimal armrest height and locations of vehicle components and 
package dimensions are given. Subsection G briefly describes the results of a repeatability 
mini-study in which four subjects were retested for preferred armrest locations. Finally, 
subsections H and I summarize the survey questionnaire results and subject comments made 
during testing. 
Because of the large number of graphs and plots used to present and describe the 
study results, these have been placed, for the most part, in the appendices at the end of the 
report with appropriate references in the text that follows. In addition, Appendix B contains 
the qualitative side-view photographs of each subject in each seating package with the 
armrests positioned at the subject's preferred locations. 
A. SUBJECT ANTHROPOMETRY AND AGE 
Table C-1 in Appendix C summarizes the mean values of the standard 
anthropometric measurements and age for the ten subject groups, while Figures C-1 through 
C-5 illustrate and compare the frequency distributions of stature, weight, sitting height, 
buttock knee length, and age for the different groups. It will be noted that, while the subject 
statures in each group occupy (by de f~ t ion )  distinct and separate ranges for males or 
females, the other anthropometric measures show considerable overlap among groups. In 
other words, for persons of the same stature, the distributions of body dimensions have 
considerable variation that result in overlapping of these measurements among stature 
groups. It will also be noted that female groups 4 and 5 correspond closely by height to 
male groups 6 and 7. 
B. PREFERRED SEAT POSITIONS AND SEAT BACK ANGLES 
Table D- 1 summarizes the preferred-seat-position results for the ten subject groups in 
the three vehicle seating packages. Results are expressed both in terms of seat detent on the 
extended seat track and in terms of the vehicle X-coordinate location of the translated design 
H-point. The first three plots in ~ ~ ~ e & l i x  D show the distributions of selected seat 
positions of all subjects in the ten subject groups, where the data for each subject are plotted 
at a different vertical level and where the groups have been ordered from small females 
(group 1) at the bottom and tall males (group 10) at the top of each chart. Within each 
group, the seat position data have been ordered from the most forward seat position (i.e., 
lowest detent) at the bottom to the most rearward seat position at the top. A short vertical 
line within the boundaries of each group indicates the group mean seat position and arrows 
along the bottom scale indicate the first, last, and design detent positions in the actual 
vehicles. 
From these results, the expected relationship between preferred seat position and 
driver stature, whereby taller drivers tend to sit further rearward, is clearly evident in each 
vehicle. However, while there is a relationship between stature and preferred seat position 
in each case, there is also considerable overlap in the distributions of selected seat positions 
for the different groups to the extent that some short females (group 1) selected the same seat 
position as some tall females (group 5) and some short males (group 6)  selected the same 
seat position as some tall males (group 10). The ranges of preferred seat positions within 
the different groups are shown in Table D-I. 
It is also noted from the figures in Appendix D that, in each seat configuration, only 
one subject (a small female) chose to sit further forward than would be allowed by the seat 
track in the production vehicle. Inspection of the individual subject data revealed that this 
was the same subject in each case -- a subject who was not the shortest by either stature or 
leg length. For the G-body, no subjects selected a seat position further rearward than would 
be allowed in the production vehicle, but in the H- and S-body setups, six and four subjects 
in the mid and tall male groups, respectively, chose to sit further back than the production 
seat track would allow. 
The last three figures in Appendix D show scatter plots of preferred seat position 
(measured by the x-coordinate of the translated vehicle H-point) versus stature for the three 
vehicle seats, and show the least-squares linear regressions for the relationships. Figure 24 
compares the group mean preferred seat positions relative to vehicle accelerator heel point 
(AHP) for the three vehicles. As expected, the horizontal distance between preferred seat 
position and AHP is inversely related to the vertical distance from AHP to H-point. 
Table D-2 presents the group statistics for preferred seat-back angle for the three 
vehicles, where the angles given are in terms of the angles measured during in the H-point 
calibrations. As indicated, there is no relationship between the mean preferred angle and 
group mean stature for any seating package, and there are relatively small differences 
between the mean seat-back angles of all subjects for the three vehicles. As expected, the 
overall mean seat-back angle for the G-body vehicle is the largest, but the observation that 
the mean seat-back angle for the S-body vehicle is larger than for the H-body vehicle is 
unexpected. 
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GROUP MEAN SEAT POSITION (H-POINT) re AHP 
Figure 24. Comparison of Group Mean Preferred Seat positions re AHP for G-, H-, 
and S-body vehicles. 
C. SEATED MEASUREMENTS 
Table 8 gives the group-mean values, standard deviations, and sample sizes for top- 
of-head Z-coordinate, top-of-shoulder X-coordinate, and top-of-shoulder Z-coordinate while 
Figure 25 presents these results graphically. All values are given in terms of vehicle 
coordinates. As expected, heights tend to increase and the position of the shoulder tends to 
move rearward with increasing stature. 
Tables 9 and 10 present the mean-coordinate values in terms of distances from the 
AHP and the design H-point for each each vehicle type. As expected from differences in 
seat heights, the top-of-head and top-of-shoulder distances from AHP are the largest for the 
S-body and the smallest for the G-body. Conversely, the horizontal distances of the 
shoulder from AHP are the largest for the G-body and the smallest for the S-body. In Table 
10, where the distances are given relative to the Seating Reference Point (SgRP), it is seen 
that the height values are very similar for a l l  vehicles. The horizontal distances of the 
shoulder from SgRP are quite similar for the G- and H-body vehicles but are somewhat 
greater for the S-body vehicle, perhaps indicating that the design H-point in this vehicle does 
not represent the same percentile seating position as it does in the G- and H-body vehicles. 
Figures 26 and 27 compare the left and right hand positions on the steering wheel 
used by subjects during the testing for preferred armrest positions, while Table 11 gives the 
mean hand positions by subject group and for all subjects. As expected, most of the left 
hand positions are between 7 and 9 o'clock and most of the right hand positions are between 
3 and 5 o'clock on the steering wheel with the overall mean hand positions being at about 4 
and 9 o'clock for the right and left hands, respectively. 
Table 8 
Seated An-c Measurements in Vehicle Coordinates (mm) 
Topof-Head Tap0f-S houlder Topof-S houldcr 
%Coordinate X-Coodnatc Z-Coordinate 





Seated Anthropometric Measurements 
relative to AHP 
Topsf-Head Top-of-S houlder Topsf-S houlder 
Group # 2-Distance X-Distance 2-Distance 
Table 10 
Seated Anthropometric Measurements 
relative to design H-point 
Topsf-Head Top-of-Shoulder Top-of-Shoulder 
Group # 2-Distance X-Distance 2-Distance 
TOP OF HEAD AND TOP OF SHOULDER 
VERSUS GROUP MEAN STATURE 
TOP OF HEAD - MALES 
A TOP OF HEAD - FEMALES 
O TOP OF SHOULDER - MALES 
A TOP OF SHOULDER -FEMALES 
G- BOOY 
H - 800Y 
S - BOOY 
150 160 I70 180 ' 190 
GROUP MEAN STATURE tcm.) 
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Figure 26. Frequency histograms for left-hand positions on steering wheel. 
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Figure 27. Frequency histograms for right-hand positions on steering wheel. 
Table 11 
Left and Right Hand Positions on Steering Wheel 
Mean Hand Position (o'clock) 
G H S 
Group # N Left Right Left Right Left Right 
All Subjects 9 8 8.8 3.6 8.8 3.8 8.5 3.8 
D. PREFERRED AND ACCEPTABLE ARMREST POSITIONS 
The figures of Appendix E present the armrest-and elbow-position data for individual 
subjects for the three body styles. In each plot the data are grouped by subject group with 
the small females (group 1) at the bottom and the tall males (group 10) at the top. Within 
each group, the preferred locations (indicated by diamond symbols) have been ordered, with 
the data for each subject in the group occupying a different vertical level. If acceptable 
range data were collected for a particular variable, the range is indicated by a horizontal line 
through the diamond symbol. The mean-preferred position for each group is indicated by 
the short vertical line within the group boundaries. 
Tables F-1 through F-3 of Appendix F summarize the armrest-and elbow-position 
results giving the mean and standard deviation for each measurement variable (preferred 
location and acceptable limit where applicable) by subject group. These group results are 
more clearly visualized in the figures of Appendix F which graphically display the results 
by sub~ect group ordered vertically by the mean statures of the groups. In these plots, the 
group mean of the preferred locations are indicated by the "*" symbols. In some plots the 
means of preferred locations plus and minus one standard deviation are indicated by 
horizontal lines through these symbols. For those measurements where acceptable limit 
data were collected, such as door and console armrest height and left-elbow forelaft position, 
an additional plot is included where the "*"symbols indicate the group means of the 
preferred locations and the horizontal lines indicate the group means of the acceptable limits. 
From these results, the following general observations can be made: 
1. There is no apparent or consistent relationship between preferred armrest height 
and subject stature for any of the vehicles. If any relationship exists at all, there 
may be a slight tendency for taller subjects to prefer a slightly higher console 
armrest. 
2, There are relationships between preferred elbow position and stature for both the 
door armrest and the console armrest. Taller subjects tend to place their elbows 
further rearward than shorter subjects. 
3. While there are relationships between elbow position and subject stature, there is 
also significant overlap between preferred elbow positions for subject groups of 
different stature. There is, in fact, overlap in the range of preferred elbow 
positions between subjects in the tallest group (group 10) and subjects in the 
shortest group (group 1) for two of the three vehicles. 
4. While taller persons tend to position their elbows further rearward, the preferred 
locations of the finger grip demonstrate no relationships with subject stature. 
5. The preferred locations for the front edge of the center console show no 
relationship with subject size. 
E. OPTIMAL AND REQUIRED ARMREST POSITIONS 
Using the procedures described previously, an attempt was made to determine 
optimal locations for door and center arrnrest heights, optimal locations for door finger tip 
switches, and required lengths and frontback positions of armrests. The figures in 
Appendix G show the plots of acceptable range (solid lines) and preferred location loss 
functions for the different armrest/elbow measurement variables for the three vehicles. In 
each case the horizontal scale gives the coordinate values in vehicle reference coordinates 
and the vertical scale is the percent of the U.S. population (i.e., weighted subject data) that 
would not accept or prefer the armrest or finger switch at that location (plus and minus 112 
inch for preferred). 
1. Armrest Heights 
As noted in the previous section, there was no relationship between preferred armrest 
height and driver stature in any of the vehicles and therefore no indications that the armrest 
height should be changing with the frontback position of the armrest. Given this, one 
would like to find a single coordinate value for each armrest/vehicle situation that would 
satisfy all subjects (ice., all of the population) and also maximize the number of persons who 
would have their preferred height accommodated. Upon inspection of the plots for armrest 
height in appendix G, it is seen that, in no case, were 100% of the subjects satisfied with a 
single armrest height. At best, approximately 85 % of the population can be satisfied, based 
upon the data from this study. However, given the subjective nature of the test results, it 
may very well be that one would in fact obtain an acceptable response from all subjects with 
the armrest located at or near those positions that minimize the number of subjects who 
would not accept. 
In any case, using these plots of "percent of population who would not accept", the 
optimal armrest height was chosen to be the 2-coordinate value at which a minimum percent 
of the population would not accept. In some cases, the actual peak (i.e., minimum) of the 
curve is skewed or off-center from the general shape of the loss function curve. In these 
situations, this skewness was assumed to be due to small sample size rather that to be real, 
and the coordinate for minimum-percent loss was determined by taking the coordinate of 
midpoint of the loss-function curve at a wider part array from the peak where the curve is 
more symmetric. 
In addition to these optimal positions, the acceptable-loss-function curves were used 
to determine those coordinate values that bracket regions of defined percentages of the 
population who would not accept the armrest within those height ranges. As illustrated in 
Figure 28, horizontal lines were constructed on the plots at 20%, 30%, 50%, and 70% who 
would not accept, and the intercepts of these lines with the acceptable-loss-function curve 
were determined as the limits of 80%, 70%, 50%, and 30% acceptability, respectively. 
Tables 12 and 13 show the results of these analyses for the door and console armrest 
heights in each of the vehicles. Also included in these tables are the mean values of the 
preferred armrest height for all subjects. Table 14 compares the optimal armrest heights 
determined experimentally in this study with the actual armrest heights in the G-, H-, and S- 
body vehicles. In all but one case (S-body seat or center armrest), the vehicle armrest 
surface is considerably below the optimal armrest height. 
It is also interesting to note from these results that the optimal door armrest height is 
significantly higher that the optimal center armrest height in all'vehicles. Figure 29 shows 
frequency histograms of the height differences between door and center armrests for the 
three vehicles from which it is seen that, while a large number of subjects positioned the two 
armrests at approximately equal heights, a large number of subjects positioned the door 
armrest higher than the console armrest and almost no subjects positioned the console 
armrest higher than the door armrest. One possible explanation is that many subjects tended 
Table 12 
Results for Door Armrest Height 
(Vehicle Coordinates) 
Mean of R e f d  
Maximum Acceptable 
% Accept 
Range for 80 % Acceptable 
Range for 70 % Acceptable 
Range for 50 % Acceptable 
Range for 30 % Acceptable 
Length of 80% Acceptable 
Length of 70% Acceptable 
Length of 50% Acceptable 
Length of 30% Acceptable 
Note: All dimensions in millimeters 
Table 13 
Results for Console Armrest Height 
(Vehicle Coordinates) 
Mean of Prefernd 
Maximum Acceptable 
% Accept 
Range for 80 % Acceptable 
Range for 70 % Acceptable 
Range for 50 % Acceptable 
Range for 30 % Acceptable 
Length of 80% Acceptable 
Length of 70% Acceptable 
Length of 50% Acceptable 
Length of 30% Acceptable 
Note: All dimensions in millimeters 
Table 14 
Optimal versus Actual Armrest Heights 
(vehicle coordinates) 
DOOR CONSOLE 
OPTIMAL* ACTUAL' DIFF. OPTIMAL* ACTUAL' DIFF. 
* Maximum acceptable 
+ At x-coordinate of design H-point 
5-BODY 
PERCENT OF POPULflT I ON NOT SRT I SF I ED 
- - -  
DOOR ARMREST Z-COORD I NRTE 
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Figure 29. Frequency histograms for the difference between door and console armrest heights. 
Values plotted are door minus console differences. 
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to adjust the center armrest lower in order to operate the shift knob. However, for the S- 
body, the differences between left and right armrests were also observed even though 
subjects were instructed not to consider the shift knob when adjusting the seat armrest height 
since it was too low to be reasonably compatible with a useful armrest position. 
2. Elbow Locations 
Tables 15 and 16 summarize the results for frontback elbow locations which define 
the required X-coordinates of armrests. For the left elbow, both preferred and "potentially- 
usable" location data were obtained by having each subject slide hisher elbow forward and 
backward from the preferred location, For the kght elbow, preferred locations only were 
measured. Since it is not required to position the armrest at only one coordinate location as 
with armrest height (at least for a given X-coordinate), interpretation of the elbow position 
results is somewhat different from armrest height, While the tables indicate the location 
that would satisfy the largest percentage of the population and the percent that would be 
satisfied at this location, the more useful information is the range of X-coordinates required 
to meet the population needs. 
To determine these ranges, one could interpret the data in several ways as indicated 
in Table 15 for the door armrest. Perhaps the most meaningful indication of required 
armrest length and the position of this length is the range of preferred elbow locations for all 
subjects tested. The coordinates for these ranges are given in the vehicle reference systems 
for each of the vehicles, along with the required armrest lengths of 288,348, and 299 
millimeters for the G-, H-, and S-body vehicles, respectively. Also shown in Table 15 for 
the door armrest are the ranges of positions required to satisfy all the "potentially-usable" 
(i.e. acceptable limits) armrest positions, to cover the range of group-mean-preferred 
locations, and to cover the range of group mean "potentially-usable limits". 
Table 15 




Range of Acceptable Limits 
Length for Acceptable Limits 
Range for Group Mean Acceptable Limits 
Length for Group Mean Acceptable Limits 
Mean Preferred 
Range of Preferred 
Length for Preferred Range 
Range of Group Mean Preferred 
Length for Group Mean Preferred Range 
Note: All dimensions in millimeters 
Table 16 
Results for Preferred Locations of Right Elbow 
(Vehicle Coordinates, all subjects) 
Mean Preferred Position 
Range of Preferred Positions 
Length of Prefened Range 
Note: All dimensions in millimeters 
In Table 16, the results for the center armrest (i.e., the right elbow) are given, but 
only include ranges and lengths for preferred locations of all subjects and the range of group 
mean preferred locations since "potentially-usable" position data were not collected for the 
right elbow. It is interesting to compare the differences in mean preferred positions for the 
left and right elbows in Tables 15 and 16. The mean-preferred elbow locations as well as 
the front and back limits of the preferred ranges tend to be further forward for the left elbow 
in all cases. This may again be due to the need to operate the shift lever with the right hand. 
3. Locations for Finger- tiv Controls 
As with the armrest height, one would like to find a location that is acceptable to 
everyone and that maximizes the number of persons whose preferred location is reasonably 
accommodated. While acceptable range data for the finger-tip position were not directly 
collected, it has been assumed that the ranges of acceptable elbow locations forward and 
rearward of preferred elbow positions would also apply to the preferred finger position data. 
Therefore, the differences between left-elbow preferred locations and left elbow front and 
back acceptable limits were calculated and added or subtracted from the preferred finger 
location data to determine acceptable limits for finger controls. 
Table 17 describes the interpretation of these preferred-and acceptable-range finger 
position results with regard to the optimal locations of finger-tip controls located on the door 
armrest. For each vehicle, the X-coordinates corresponding to the overall preferred mean 
position as well as the position at which a minimum number of people would not accept are 
given. For the latter, the percents of the population which would be satisfied by these 
locations are indicated. It is seen that the coordinate values for these two measures of 
optimal finger-tip control locations are generally quite close, the greatest difference being 
Table 17 




Range for 80% Acceptable 
Range for 70% Acceptable 
Range for 50% Acceptable 
Range for 30% Acceptable 
Length of 80% Acceptable 
Length of 70% Acceptable 
Length of 50% Acceptable 
Length of 30% Acceptable 
Mean of Preferred 
Range of Preferred Means 
Note: All dimensions in milimeters 
Table 18 
Results for Preferred Locations of Front edge of Center Annrest 
(Vehicle Coordinates, all subjects) 
Mean Preferred Position 1250 1250 1177 
Range of Preferred Positions 1143-1383 1150-1360 1066-1297 
Length of Preferred Range 240 210 23 1 
Mean distance from shift 314 Neutral 188 176 109 
Note: All dimensions in millimeters 
20 rnrn in the H-body. Also shown in this table are ranges of X-coordinate values that 
bracket the 80,70,50, and 30% population acceptability locations. 
4. Front Edge of Center armrest 
For the G- and H-body vehicles, where it may be desired to use the center armrest 
while operating the shift knob, the preferred location of the front of this armrest was 
considered of possible importance. Thus, subjects were asked to adjust the frontback 
location of the center armrests as well as the armrest heights. (This was also done for the S- 
body, but since this armrest travels with the seat and is not considered to be a reasonable 
resting surface when using the shift knob in its current location, the results are probably not 
as meaningful.) During the tests, the coordinate values of the front edge of the H-body 
console lid (used for both G- and H-body vehicles) were recorded but, for purposes of 
analysis, a distance of 70 mm was added to these coordinate values to approximate the 
position of the most foward usable point on the center armrest. For the S-body armrest, the 
position of the front edge was measured and recorded directly. 
Table 18 summarizes results which are are based upon preferred location data only, 
and presents the overall mean values, the ranges of a preferred positions, and the ranges of 
preferred group means. In addition, the distances of the overall mean positions with respect 
to the shift knob 3/4 neutral positions (measuring to the top center of the shift knob) are also 
given for the three vehicles. 
F. OPTIMAL ARMREST HEIGHT RE H-POINT, AHP, AND STEERING WHEEL 
Tables 19 and 20 and Figures 30 through 33 present the maximum acceptable 
armrest height values for the three seating packages relative to various vehicle reference 
points. The overall difference between door and center armrest height previously noted, 
wherein the center armrest is lower than the door armrest, is immediately apparent from 
these plots. In Figure 30, the optimal armrest height relative to AHP is seen to follow the 
expected pattern of being highest for the S-body with the highest seat and lowest for the G- 
body with the lowest seat. However, in Figure 3 1 it is somewhat unexpectedly observed 
that the optimal armrest height relative to design H-point (SgRP) varies inversely with the 
seat height for both the door and center armrests. For the door armrest, the optimal height is 
from 7.8 to 9.6 inches above the design H-point while for the center armrest, the optimal 
height is from 6.4 to 8.4 inches above H-point. 
In Figure 32 the optimal armrest heights are plotted relative to the center of the 
steering wheel while in Figure 33 the optimal heights are plotted relative to the lower rim. 
For the door armrest, it is seen that the optimal height is nearly the same for all vehicles and 
lies from 5 to 6 inches below the center of the wheel. For the console armrest, the optimal 
height is from 6 to 7.5 inches below the center of the wheel. With respect to the lower rim, 
the optimal door armrest height shows slightly greater variation across vehicles than for the 
center of the wheel, being about even with the rim for the S-body and just greater than one 
inch above the rim for the G-body. The optimal center armrest height goes from about even 
with the rim for the G-body to about 1.5 inches below the rim for the S-body. 
While there are distinct differences between center and door armrest heights and also 
differences for the different vehicle types, these results suggest that the location of the 
steering wheel has a significant effect on the optimal height of the armrest and that the 
criteria for locating the armrest height in a vehicle should be based more on steering wheel 
height rather than on seat height (i.e. H-point). The use of a tilt steering wheel would 
obviously allow drivers to adapt to armrests at different heights if they are willing to position 
the steering wheel at the required heights and angles. 
Table 19 
Optimal Door Armrest Height 
relative to Vehicle Landmarks 
Distance - mm (in.) 
G- body H-body S- body 
re H-point 244 (9.6) 230 (9.0) 199 (7.8) 
re AHP 475 (18.7) 494 (19.4) 550 (21.6) 
re Steering wheel center -131 (-5.2) -147 (-5.7) -155 (-6.1) 
re Lower steering wheel rim 33 (1.3) 13 (.5) - 8 (-.3) 
Table 20 
Optimal Console Armrest Height 
relative to Vehicle Landmarks 
Distance - rnrn (in.) 
G-Body H-Body S-Body 
re H-point 214 (8.4) 191 (7.5) 162 (6.4) 
re AHP 445 (17.5) 455 (17.9) 513 (20.2) 
re Steering wheel center -161 (-6.3) -186 (-7.3) -192 (-7.6) 
re Lower steering wheel rim 3 (.I) - 26 (-1.0) - 45 (-1.8) 


OPTIMAL ARMREST HEIGHT re STEERING WHEEL CENTER 
Figure 32. Optimal armrest height re Steering Wheel Center. 
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OPTIMAL ARMREST HEIGHT re LOWER RIM STEERING WHEEL 
Figure 33. Optimal armrest height re Lower Rim of Steering Wheel. 
G. REPEATABILITY OF POSITION DATA 
In any study such as this, where a laboratory vehicle mock-up is used to determine 
design parameters for driver needs and preferences, two questions are of concern. One is 
with regard to how good the static laboratory data represent the real-world of dynamic 
driving (i.e., how meaningul are the results). The second is with regard to the ability of the 
subject to make reasonable and consistent decisions about control and component locations. 
The first question can best be answered by implementing the results of laboratory 
studies in studies with actual vehicles. For example, one could take the optimal armrest 
height results from this study and road-test a subset of the subjects in actual vehicles in 
which the armrests have been adjusted to these positions. To answer the second question, 
one can repeat the testing on some subjects on different days and compare the results from 
the two separate sessions. This was done for four subjects in the present study to give a 
qualitative indication of the repeatability of the test results. 
Figures 34 through 38 show comparisons of the armrest height results for these four 
subjects in the three vehicle types. In each graph, both the preferred positions, indicated by 
boxes, and the acceptable limits, indicated by vertical bars, are plotted. The initial test data 
are plotted using solid boxes and bars and the retest results are plotted using open boxes and 
dashed bars. 
As an example of the repeatability for different subjects in the same vehicle, Figure 
34 shows the results for the H-body vehicle. In general, the preferred location on the retest 
is within 20 millimeters (i.e., about 314 inch) of the initial preferred position, although it is 
interesting that in all but one case, the preferred retest height is higher than the preferred 
initial test height. It is also noted that the acceptable ranges selected by these four subjects 
are in good agreement from initial to retest data. 
In Figures 35 through 38 the data are plotted separately for each of these subjects for 
the three vehicle types. Again, there is excellent agreement between preferred heights in the 
initial and retest data, the only exception being the preferred door armrest height for subject 
#I0701 in the G-body, where the retest preferred height was significantly greater than the 
initial height. It will also be noted from these plots that preferred heights on retesting are 
both lower and higher than the initial preferred heights. The acceptable ranges for the retest 
are also generally in good agreement with the initial data in both range and location, 
although there appears to be a tendency for the retest range to be smaller than the initial test 
range with the exception of subject #20211. In general, these data indicate that the results 
obtained in this study are repeatable and, in that sense, provide meaningful indications of 
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Figure 35. Initial and retest armrest height data for Subject #20512. 
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Figure 36. Initial and retest armrest height data for Subject #10701. 
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Figure 37. Initial and retest armrest height data for Subject #20211. 
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H. QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
Appendix H shows the questionnaire that was completed by the test subjects before 
their scheduled sessions and presents a summary of the subject responses in tabular form. 
Part A of the questionnaire dealt with information on the subject's primary vehicle at the 
time study. This included the make, year, and model, the body style (2 or 4 door), and the 
transmission (4 or 5 speed). The make and model of the subjects' vehicles are tabulated by 
subject group in part A of the results. 
Part B of the questionnaire dealt with the door armrest. Subjects were first asked to 
indicate on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being never and 5 being most of the time), how often they 
used this armrest in their vehicle. Responses were fairly evenly distributed with a mean 
response of 2.7. They were then asked to indicate on a similar scale how important the door 
armrest was to them (1 being not at all, 5 being very). Again responses were distributed 
across the scale but were more heavily weighted to the armrest being not very important, 
with a mean rating of 2.5. As might be expected with regard to the driving conditions under 
which the door armrest might be used, the greatest number of subjects indicated highway 
driving, but 25% of the subjects indicated they would use the door armrest under all 
conditions. In addition to the conditions that were listed, subjects were given the option of 
listing any other conditions under which they might use the door armrest. Some of the 
responses given include: using the armrest to open or close the door, and using it to aid in 
getting in and out of the car. 
Subjects who seldom or never use their door armrest were asked to answer the next 
question regarding why they don't use it. They were given the choice of two possible 
reasons that might explain why they do not use the door armrest -- because they can't steer 
comfortably or because they don't feel comfortable with their left arm at rest. Fifty seven 
subjects indicated non-use of the door armrest because they were unable to steer comfortably 
using it. They were also given a list of adjectives that might describe why they can't use 
their armrest and were instructed to check all that apply. While a large number of subjects 
did not respond, the predominant answers of those who did were: too low, too far away, and 
too small. Again, they were given the opportunity to either explain that they use something 
other than the armrest on which to rest their arm or to give any other reason that might 
explain why they don't use the armrest. Some suggestions given for the former include a 
purse, a pillow, their lap or leg, and, most commonly, the window sill. One reason 
suggested for the latter was the inability to rest the left arm because it was needed for 
steering while the right hand was shifting. 
Many people use the window sill as a place to rest their left arm while driving, and 
the next question was an attempt to get an estimate of just how common this is, It was 
decided to make a distinction between using the window sill as an m e s t  in the summer 
and in the winter since the latter would constitute doing so with the window closed, 
Subjects were asked to estimate the amount of time spent driving with the arm at rest on the 
window sill by answering the question regarding how often they do so on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 
being never and 5 being most of the time). The responses were distributed across the scale 
but weighted toward the low end (less often used), especially in winter driving but also in 
summer driving. 
Part C of the questionnaire dealt with the console armrest. It was decided to first ask 
the subject whether or not their vehicle had a console armrest, since many do not. If their 
vehicle did not have an armrest they were asked the question of whether or not they thought 
they would use a console if their vehicle did have one. They were then instructed to skip to 
Part D of the questionnaire. Seventy two of the subjects indicated that their car did not have 
a center armrest, and 44'of these said they would use one if they had it. If their vehicle did 
have a console armrest they were to answer the rest of the questions in Part C. 
The first question covered the type of console armrest in the subject's vehicle, It 
included the position (whether attached to the seat or the floor) and whether it was 
stationary, flipped upldown, or moved forelaft, and the material it was made of, whether soft 
or hard. The majority of subjects who answered this question had a soft armrest attached to 
the seat. 
The next four questions were the same as those asked about the door armrest dealing 
with how often it is used, how important it is, driving conditions under which it is used, and 
reasons for not using it. Again, for the question regarding reasons for not using the console 
armrest and for driving conditions under which the armrest is used, subjects were given the 
opportunity to enter their own ideas. Responses similar to those for the door armrest were 
given, although the sample size was quite small. 
Part D included general questions about the subject's driving habits in hisher own 
vehicle. The first two questions dealt with the positioning of the subjects' hands on the 
steering wheel and whether they usually steer with one hand or two. Sixty-nine subjects 
indicated that they usually use two hands and 29 subjects said one hand. They were also 
asked to label left and right hand positions on three circles representing steering wheels, the 
first circle being for the most frequent hand position and the last one for the least frequent. 
Some subjects commented here that the hand position depended on the configuration of the 
spokes of the wheel. For the left hand, 91 subjects indicated a hand position and the mean 
position was between 9 and 10 o'clock. For the right hand, 77 subjects indicated a hand 
position, for which the mean location was between 2 and 3 o'clock. Both of these positions 
are above the 3 and 9 o'clock positions while the mean positions in the testing were below 
the 3 and 9 o'clock position, indicating, as one might expect, that drivers tend to position 
their hands lower on the wheel when using the armrest. 
The last two questions in Part D concerned the general use of armrests. The first 
asked whether or not the subject tended to use one armrest more than the other, and if so, 
which one. Fifty two subjects said they used the door armrest more, and eight subjects said 
they used the console more. The last question asked whether the subject tended to lean one 
way or another in order to use an armrest. While most subjects said they don't lean, of 
those who said they did, the majority said they leaned to the left. This does not, however, 
support the finding of this study that many subjects tend to prefer the console or right 
armrest lower than the door or left armrest. 
Finally, Part E of the questionnaire was a comments section. Subjects were asked to 
write any additional comments and thoughts they might have concerning the door and 
console armrests in vehicles. The last table in Appendix H presents some of the more 
interesting and enlightening comments written by the subjects. 
I. SUBJECT COMMENTS 
As previously indicated, subjects were encouraged to express their thoughts as they 
attempted to position the seat or armrests at their preferred "or acceptable-limit" locations 
during testing. The table in Appendix I provides a brief summary of some of the typical 
comments. The subjects were not asked specific questions (except in one case which will 
be explained below) and therefore the count of subjects for each comment does not imply 
that other subjects did not experience the phenomenon in question. Thus, one cannot use 
these numbers as a measure of the percent of subjects or population who have a particular 
difficulty or concern. Rather, they indicate that these were issues that some subjects 
experienced and the count may be taken as a rough measure of the magnitude of the 
problem. 
The one case in which subjects were asked a specific question was when the upward 
travel of the door armrest reached its maximum limit. When this occured, subjects were 
asked if they would accept the armrest any higher. If so, they were also asked to estimate 
how much higher they would tolerate it. In the G- and H-body situations this occurence 
was minimal. In the S-body, however, 72 subjects reached the upper limit of the buck and 
44 said they felt they could use it higher. An estimate of how much higher was made in 
each case. From the results, it has been observed that there is a high correlation between the 
console upper range and the door armrest upper range both for subjects who estimated an 
upper limit and for those who didn't. This would seem to indicate that the estimates made 
were good approximations. 
In locating the preferred seat position, 36 subjects commented that they felt too close 
to the steering wheel if the seat was positioned to enable reaching the pedals and fully 
ilepressing the clutch. A few subjects suggested that a tilt steering wheel might alleviate 
this problem. Eleven subjects commented that they would like to be able to position the 
seat back more vertically. 
A frequent comment was that the subject did not use either or both armrest in their 
own vehicle. Nine subjects said they don't use either armrest; eleven said they never use (or 
don't have) the console armrest; and nineteen subjects said that they would not use both 
armrests while driving. 
With respect to the console armrest, the common problem in the G-body was that the 
armrest was laterally too far from the seat. Forty-six subjects made this comment. In the S- 
body, twenty-two subjects commented that the shift knob was too low. 
J. REFERENCE 
Abraham, S.; Johnson, C.L.; and Najjar, F. (1979a) Weight and height of adults 18-74 
years of age. Vital and Health Statistics, Series 11, Number 21 1. 

APPENDIX A 
VEHICLE AND BUCK COORDINATES AND DIMENSIONS 
Table A-1. 
Vehicle and Buck Coordinates 
Used in Design of G-Body Seating Package 
Vehicle coordinates (mm) 
X Y* z 
ACCELERATOR HEEL POINT (AHP) 
SGRP (H-POINT) 
TOP CENTER STEERING WHEEL 
TOP CENTER BRAKE PAD 
TOP CENTER CLUTCH PAD 
TOP CENTER ACCEL. PAD 
TOP CENTER SHIFT KNOB 314 NEUTRAL 
, WINDOW SILL 
WINDOW FRONT AT SILL 
WINDOW BACK AT SILL 
WINDOW AT TOP CENTER 
INSIDE DOOR SURFACE 
TOP CENTER OF DOOR ARMREST @ SGRP ** 
FRONT EDGE OF DOOR ARMREST 
BACK EDGE OF DOOR ARMREST 
TOP CENTER OF CONSOLE ARMREST 
FRONT EDGE OF CONSOLE ARMREST 
BACK EDGE OF CONSOLE ARMREST 
BACK REFERENCE PLANE 
RIGHT EDGE OF PLATFORM 
SEAT BASE PLATFORM 
* Note: Y axis is positive toward right with origin at seat C/L 
Back reference plane is 168 1 mm from AHP 
Seat base platform is 110 mm below AHP 
** At approximate center of inclined width 
Table A-2. 
Vehicle and Buck Coordinates 
Used in Design of H-Body Seating Package 
Vehicle coordinates (mm) 
X Y* z 
ACCELERATOR HEEL POINT (AHP) 
SGRP (H-POINT) 
TOP CENTER STEERING WHEEL 
TOP CENTER BRAKE PAD 
TOP CENTER CLUTCH PAD 
TOP CENTER ACCEL. PAD 
TOP CENTER SHIFT KNOB 314 NEUTRAL 
WINDOW SILL 
WINDOW FRONT AT SILL 
WINDOW BACK AT SILL 
WINDOW AT TOP CENTER 
INSIDE DOOR SURFACE 
TOP CENTER OF DOOR ARMREST @ SGRP 
FRONT EDGE OF DOOR ARMREST 
BACK EDGE OF DOOR ARMREST 
TOP CENTER OF CONSOLE ARMREST 
FRONT EDGE OF CONSOLE ARMREST 
BACK EDGE OF CONSOLE ARMREST 
BACK REFERENCE PLANE 
RIGHT EDGE OF PLATFORM 
SEAT BASE PLATFORM 
* Note: Y axis is positive toward right with origin at seat C/L 
Back Reference Plane is 168 1 mm from AHP 
Seat base platform is 110 mm below AHP 
Table A-3. 
Vehicle and Buck Coordinates 
Used in Design of S-Body Seating Package 
Vehicle coordinates (mm) 
X Y* z 
ACCELERATOR HEEL POINT (AHP) 
SGRP (H-POINT) 
TOP CENTER STEERING WHEEL 
TOP CENTER BRAKE PAD 
TOP CENTER CLUTCH PAD 
TOP CENTER ACCEL. PAD 
TOP CENTER SHIFT KNOB 314 NEUTRAL 
WINDOW SILL 
WINDOW FRONT AT SILL 
WINDOW BACK AT SILL 
WINDOW AT TOP CENTER 
INSIDE DOOR SURFACE 
TOP CENTER OF DOOR ARMREST @ SGRP 
FRONT EDGE OF DOOR ARMREST 
BACK EDGE OF DOOR ARMREST 
TOP CENTER OF SEAT ARMREST 
FRONT EDGE OF SEAT ARMREST @ DESIGN 
BACK EDGE OF SEAT ARMREST @ DESIGN 
BACK REFERENCE PLANE 
RIGHT EDGE OF PLATFORM 
SEAT BASE PLATFORM 
* Note: Y axis is positive toward right with origin at seat C/L 
Back reference plane is 168 1 mm from AHP 
Seat base platform is 110 mm below AHP 
AHP - Back Reference Plane = 1681 mm 
Table A-4. 
G-BODY Package Dimensions 
Desired versus Actual 
MEASUREMENT (DIRECTION) VEHICLE BUCK DIFF. 
STEERING WHEEL: 
STEERING WHEEL ANGLE 23 23 
BACK PLANE TO STEERING WHEEL CENTER OC) 1164 1163 
AHP TO STEERING WHEEL CENTER (Z) 606 605 
PEDALS: 
BACK PLANE TO BRAKE PEDAL PAD (X )  
BACK PLANE TO ACCEL. PEDAL PAD ( X )  
BACK PLANE TO CLUTCH PEDAL PAD @) 
AHP TO ACCEL. PEDAL CNTR (2) 
AHP TO BRAKE PEDAL CNTR (2) 
AHP TO CLUTCH PEDAL CNTR (2) 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO ACCEL. PED CNTR (Y) 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO CLUTCH PEDAL CNTR (Y) 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO BRAKE PEDAL CNTR (Y) 
CNTR BRAKE TO CNTR CLUTCH (Y) 
CNTR BRAKE TO CENTER ACCEL. PAD (Y) 
ANGLE BACK ACCEL PEDAL n Horiz. 
ANGLE BACK BRAKE PEDAL re Horiz. 
ANGLE BACK CLUTCH PEDAL re Horiz. 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO INSIDE DOOR (Y) 664 664 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO DOOR SILL (Y) 73 1 705 
SEAT BASE PLATFORM TO SILL (2) 765 767 
BACK PLANE TO FRONT OF WINDOW (X) 1488 1488 
BACK PLANE TO BACK OF WINDOW O() 246 237 
RIGHT SIDE OF PLATFORM TO WINDOW TOP (inside) 527 524 
SEATBASE TO TOP OF WINDOW (2) 1094 1094 
DOOR SILL TO TOP OF WINDOW (Y) 203 195 
SHIFT KNOB: 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO SHIFI' KNOB (Y) 6 1 62 
SEAT BASE TO TOP SHUT KNOB (2) ' 580 57 8 
BACK PLANE TO SHIFT KNOB (X) 1170 1171 
BUCK REFERENCE PLANES: 
AHP TO BACK REFERENCE PLANE ( X )  
SEAT BASE TO AHP HEIGHT (2) 
RIGHT SIDE OF BUCK TO SEAT C/L 
Table A-5. 
H-BODY Package Dimensions 
Desired versus Actual 
MEASUREMENT (DIRECTION) DESIRED ACTUAL DIFF. 
STEERING WHEEL: 
STEERING WHEEL ANGLE 26 
BACK PLANE TO STEERING WHEEL CENTER (X)  1206 
AHP TO STEERING WHEEL CENTER (2) 641 
PEDALS: 
BACK PLANE TO BRAKE PEDAL PAD OC) 173 1 
BACK PLANE TO ACCEL. PEDAL PAD ( X )  1793 
BACK PLANE TO CLUTCH PEDAL PAD (X) 1705 
AHP TO ACCEL. PEDAL CNTR (Z) 187 
AHP TO BRAKE PEDAL CNTR (Z) 185 
AHP TO CLUTCH PEDAL CNTR (2) 199 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO ACCEL. PED CNTR (Y) 105 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO CLUTCH PEDAL CNTR (Y) 38 1 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO BRAKE PEDAL CNTR Ci) 251 
CNTR BRAKE TO CNTR CLUTCH (Y) 130 
CNTR BRAKE TO CENTER ACCEL. PAD ('f) 146 
ANGLE BACK ACCEL PEDAL re Horiz. 59 
ANGLE BACK BRAKE PEDAL n Horiz. 61 
ANGLE BACK CLUTCH PEDAL re Horiz. 55 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO INSIDE DOOR (3') 678 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO DOOR SILL (Y) 723 
SEAT BASE PLATFORM TO SILL (2) 777 
BACK PLANE TO FRONT OF WINDOW w) 1391 
BACK PLANE TO BACK OF WINDOW (X) 639 
RIGHT SIDE OF PLATFORM TO WINDOW TOP (inside) 523 
SEATBASE TO TOP OF WINDOW (2) 1165 
DOOR SILL TO TOP OF WINDOW (Y) 194 
SHIFT KNOB: 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO SHlFT KNOB (Y) 47 
SEAT BASE TO TOP SHlFT KNOB (2) 582 
BACK PLANE TO SHIFT KNOB (X) 1184 
BUCK REFERENCE PLANES: 
AHP TO BACK REFERENCE PLANE (X) 
SEAT BASE TO AHP HEIGHT (Z) 
RIGHT SIDE OF BUCK TO SEAT C/L 
Table A-6. 
S-BODY Seating Package Dimensions 
Desired versus Actual 
MEASUREMENT (DIRECTION) DESIRED ACI'U'AL DIFF. 
STEERING WHEEL: 
STEERING WHEEL ANGLE 35 35 0 
BACK PLANE TO STEERING WHEEL CENTER (X) 1340 1336 -4 
AHP TO STEERING WHEEL CENTER (2) 706 704 -2 
PEDALS: 
BACK PLANE TO BRAKE PEDAL PAD (X) 1772 
BACK PLANE TO ACCEL. PEDAL PAD (X) 1822 
BACK PLANE TO CLUTCH PEDAL PAD O() 1758 
AHP TO ACCEL. PEDAL CNTR (2) 135 
AHP TO BRAKE PEDAL CNTR (2) 167 
AHP TO CLUTCH PEDAL CNTR (2) 182 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO ACCEL PED CNTR (Y) 86 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO CLUTCH PEDAL CNTR (Y) 368 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO BRAKE PEDAL CNTR (Y) 231 
CNTR BRAKE TO CNTR CLUTCH Ci) 137 
CNTR BRAKE TO CENTER ACCEL. PAD (Y) 145 
ANGLE BACK ACCEL PEDAL re Horiz. 43 
ANGLE BACK BRAKE PEDAL re Horiz. 48 
ANGLE BACK CLUTCH PEDAL re Horiz. 34 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO INSIDE DOOR (Y) 646 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO DOOR SILL (Y) 703 
SEAT BASE PLATFORM TO SILL (2) 784 
BACK PLANE TO FRONT OF WINDOW O[) 1676 
BACK PLANE TO BACK OF WINDOW (X) 83 1 
RIGHT SIDE OF PLATFORM TO WINDOW TOP (inside) 581 
SEATBASE TO TOP OF WINDOW (Z) 1237 
DOOR SILL TO TOP OF WINDOW 01) 128 
SHIFT KNOB: 
RIGHT SIDE PLATFORM TO SHIFT KNOB (Y) 87 
SEAT BASE TO TOP SHIFT KNOB (2) 472 
BACK PLANE TO SHIFT KNOB (X) 1250 
BUCK REFERENCE PLANES: 
AHP TO BACK REFERENCE PLANE ( X )  
SEAT BASE TO AHP HEIGHT (2) 





AHP TO H-POINT (h&) 










AHP TO H-POINT ( h o k )  










AHP TO H-POINT (hariz) 






Table A- 10. 
a s t  Dimensions for G-Body 
DOOR ARMREST: 
Armrest curves upward toward the front and travels the full length of the door. Annrest also 
slopes down from the door surface at an angle of approximately 30 degrees. 
mm in. 
Zcoardinate (at design H-point) 
Height from AHP (at design H-point) 
Height from Design H-point 
Front edge of useable annrest: X 
Z 
Back edge of useable armrest: X 
Z 
Effective length of annrest 
Effective width of armrest (sloped) 
Seat centerline to edge of m s t  
Seat centerline to center of armrest 
length of door 
65 2.5 
CONSOLE ARMREST: 
Console has slight incline upward toward the front of the vehicle 
Zcoordinate (at design H-point) 
Height from AHP (at design H-point) 
Height from Design H-point 
Front edge of useable armrest: X 
Z 
Back edge of useable armrest: X 
Z 
Effective Armrest Length 
Effective console width 
Seat centerline to edge of console 
Seat centerline to center of console 
AHP: X = 550, Z = 55 DESIGN H-POINT: X = 1430, Z = 286 
Table A- 1 1. 
Armztst Dimensions for S-Body 
DOOR ARMREST: 
Armrest is level and extends approximately 82 mm from door although the padded surface is 
only about 50 mm wide due tda gap for h k d  grip. It tapers at the h i t  to about 19 mm over 
a distance of about 100 mm. The back edge is rounded and tapers sharply. 
mm in. 
2-coordinate (at design H-point) 
Height from AHP (at design H-point) 
Height from Design H-point 
Front edge of useable ammst: X 
Z 
Back edge of useable armrest: X 
z 
Effective length of armrest 
Effective width of armrest 
Seat centerline to edge of armrest 
Seat centerline to center of armrest 
CONSOLE ARMREST: 
This armrest is attached to the seat and travels with the seat as it moves along the seat track. 
It can pivot up and out of the way when not in use. 
2-coordinate (at design H-point) 
Height from AHP (at design H-point) 
Height from Design H-point 
Front edge of useable armrcst: X seat 
Z indesign 
Back edge of useable armrest: X position 
Z 
Effective Anmest Length 
Effective console width 
Seat centerline to edge of armrest 
Seat centerline to center of armrest 
AHP: X = 636, Z = 199 DESIGN H-POINT: X = 1334, Z = 55 
Table A- 12. 
Armrest Dimensions for S-Body 
DOOR ARMREST: 
Armrest is level and extends approximately 82 mm from door although the padded surface is 
only about 50 mm wide due to a gap for hand grip. It tapers at the front to about 19 mm over 
a distance of about 100 mm. The back edge is rounded and tapers sharply. 
mm in. 
Zcoordinate (at design H-point) 
Height from A H .  (at design H-point) 
Height from Design H-point 
Front edge of useable armrest: X 
Z 
Back edge of useable armrest: X 
Z 
Effective length of annrcst 
Effective width of anmest 
Seat centerline to edge of anmest 
Seat centerline to center of armrest 
CONSOLE ARMREST: 
This armrest is attached to the seat and travels with the seat as it moves along the seat track. 
It can pivot up and out of the way when not in use. 
Zcoordinate (at design H-point) 
Height from AHP (at &sign H-point) 
Height from Design H-point 
Front edge of useable armrest: 
Back edge of useable armrest: 
Effective Armrest Length 
Effective console width 
Seat centerline to edge of armrest 
Seat centerline to center of armrest 
AHP: X = 636, Z = 199 DESIGN H-POINT: X = 1334, Z = 55 

APPENDIX B 
SIDEVIEW PHOTOGRAPHS OF SUBJECTS IN RELAXED DRIVING POSTURE 
USING ARMRESTS IN PREFERRED LOCATIONS 
Key to Subject Numbers in Photographs 
S M  GROUP SUBJECT C* 
i=Malo (1-10) (1-15) MODEL 






































Table C- 1 
Mean Values of Physical and Anthropometric Measurements by Subject Group 
MEASUREMENT 
FEMALE GROUPS 
1 2 3 4 5 
STATURE 153.5 157.0 
STATURE (with shoes) 156.9 158.9 
WEIGHT (lbs) 142.8 128.5 
SITTING HEIGHT 83.1 84.0 
EYE HEIGHT 72.7 74.1 
SHOULDER HEIGHT 56.2 57,6 
KNEE HEIGHT 47.3 49.0 
HIP BREADTH 37.5 38.5 
BUTTOCK-KNEE LENGTH 53.0 55.2 
SHOULDER BREADTH 40,l 40,6 
SHOULDER-ELB OW LENGTH 32.0 34.2 
ELBOW-HAND LENGTH 41.0 42.0 
MAXIMUM ARM REACH 73.8 76.6 
GRASPING ARM REACH 65.5 65.1 
AGE (years) 42.4 45.7 
MALE GROUPS 
6 7 8 9 10 
STATURE 166.2 170.5 
STATURE (with shoes) 168.6 172.9 
WEIGHT (lbs) 172.3 169,6 
SITFING HEIGHT 89.0 88.9 
EYE HEIGHT 76.5 78.4 
SHOULDER HEIGHT 60.2 60.8 
KNEE HEIGHT 51.1 53.0 
HIP BREADTH 37,9 37.4 
BUTTOCK-KNEE LENGTH 57.0 59,4 
SHOULDER BREADTH 45.5 46.8 
SHOULDER-ELBOW LENGTH 35.1 37.7 
ELBOW-HAND LENGTH 45.2 46.7 
MAXIMUM ARM REACH 82.5 84.7 
GRASPING ARM REACH 72.6 73.6 
AGE (years) 40.9 40.7 
150 152 154 156 158 160 162 164166 168 170 172 174 176 178 180 182 184186 188 190 
STATURE (cm.) 
. . . . 
1 60 70 80 90 100 110120130140 150 160170 180190 200210 220230 2402 
WEIGHT (Ibs.) 
* ~ r o u p  Mean 
+kw-l+t 
70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 98 100 102 104 106 108 1 
ERECT SITING HEIGHT (cm.) 
BUTTOCK-KNEE LENGTH (cm.) 
OVERALL MEAN 
41.3 
I * ~ r o u p  Mean 




PREFERRED SEAT POSITION RESULTS 
Table D- 1 
Summary of Preferred Seat Position Results 
Seat Detent Seat H-Point (mm) 





Preferred Seat Back Angle re H-point 
Back Angle Calibration 
Subject G-Body H-Body S-Body 
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SEAT = 4.75 % STATURE 9 496.0 
R * =  .686 
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APPENDIX E 
ARMREST AND ELBOW POSITION RESULTS 
BY SUBJECT 
G-BODY 
450. 500. 550. 600. 
DOOR FlRflREST HEIGHT (mm) 
H-BODY 
350. 400. 450. 500, 550. 600. 650. 700. 
DOOR RRMREST HEIGHT t m m l  
S-BODY 
650. 700. 950. 800. 850. 900. 
DOOR RRMREST HEIGHT (mm) 
G-BODY 
I. 350. 400. 450. 500. 550. 600. E 
CONSOLE RRMREST HEIGHT (mm) 
H-BODY 
T - 7 
300. 350. 400. 4~0. 500. 550. 600. 650. 
CONSOLE ARMREST HEIGHT (mm) 
S-BODY 
550. 600. 650. 700. 750. 800. 
CONSOLE RRMREST HEIGHT (mm) 
G-BODY 
1200. 1300. 1400. 1500. 1600. 1 
DOOR FIRMREST ELBOW POSITION (mm) 
H-BODY 
S-BODY 
1000. 1100. 1200. 1300. 1400. 1500. 1600. 1700. 




1100. 1200. 1300. 1400. 1500. 1600. 1700. ,1800. 
CONSOLE RRMREST ELBOW POSITION (mm) 
G-BODY 
1000. 1100. 1200. 1300. 
FRONT o f  CONSOLE POSITION (mm) 
H-BODY 
800. 900. 1000. 1100. 1200. 1300. 1400. 1500. 
FRONT of CONSOLE POSITION (mm) 
S-BODY 
APPENDIX F 
ARMREST AND ELBOW POSITION RESULTS 
BY SUBJECT GROUP 
Table F- 1 
Preferred Position and Acceptable Limit Results for 




Preferred Upper Limit Lower Limit 





Referred Position and Acceptable Limit Results 
for CONSOLE ARMREST HEIGHT in Vehicle Coordinates (mm) 
Mean 
Preferred Upper Limit Upper Limit Acceptable 





Preferred Position and Acceptable Limit Results 
for ELBOW LOCATION ON DOOR ARMREST in Vehicle Coordinates (mm) 
Mean 
h e f e d  Front Limit Back Limit Acceptable 





Preferred Position Results for 
ELBOW LOCATIONS ON CENTER ARMREST 
in Vehicle Coordinates (mm) 
Mean Preferred Position (s.d.) 
Group N G H S 
Table F-5 
Preferred Position Results for 
FRONT EDGE OF CENTER ARMREST 
in Vehicle Coordinates (m) 
Mean Preferred Position (s.d.) 
Group N G* H* S 
* For G- and H-body vehicles, this coordinate is for the lower front 
edge of the sloped part of the armrest as indicated below. The 
coordinate for the front edge of the useable armrest is obtained by 
adding 70 mm to these coordinate values. 
7 0 m  
H-BODY CONSOLE COVERJARMREST 
Table F-6 
Preferred Position Results for 
FINGER-TIP CONTROLS ON DOOR ARMREST 
in Vehicle Coordinates (rnm) 
Mean Preferred Position (s.d.) 
Group N G H S 
G-BODY 
t-- MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLE 
= 530 
450. 500. 550. 600. 
DOOR ARMREST HEIGHT (mm) 
(mean p r e f e r r e d  (*I +/- mean o f  llmits) 
H-BODY 
450. 500. 550. 600. 650. 700. 
DOOR ARMREST HEIGHT (mm) 
(mean preferred (*I +/- mean of limits) 
, 
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APPENDIX G 
PLOTS OF ACCEPTABLE-RANGE AND 
PREFERRED-POSITION LOSS FUNCTIONS 
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APPENDIX H 
ARMREST USE SURVEY RESULTS 
ARMREST STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE: SUBJECT NO. 
At the time your appointment was scheduled, you were asked to take note of the armrests in your 
vehicle: h and you use them. We request that you answer the following questions 
concerning automobile armrests before your armrest position test appointment. Please feel free to 
add comments where you think they may help clarify your answers. 
PLEASE REMEMBER TO BRING THE COMPLETED 
QUESTIONNAIRE TO YOUR APPOINTMENT 
PART A. VEHICLE INFORMATION 
1. Please complete the following information regarding the vehicle you usually drive: 
Vehicle Make 
Vehicle Year and Model 
Vehicle Body: 0 2-door 0 4-door 
Vehicle Transmission: 0 &speed 0 5-speed 0 automatic 
PART 8. DOOR ARMREST 
1. When driving, how often do you think you use the driver door armrest of your vehicle? 
(indicate by marking an "x" on the scale below: 1 = never, 2 = sometimes, ... , 
5 = most of the time) 
2. How important is the door armrest to you when you are driving? 
(indicate by marking an "xw on the scale below: 1 = not at all important, 
2 = somewhat important, ... , 5'9 very important) 
3. If you DO use the door armrest, under which of the following driving conditions do you use it? 
(Check one or more) 
0 highway (cruisinglnot shifting) 
0 city (startlstop traffic) 
0 rural (shifting and cruising) 
0 daytime 
0 nighttime 
0 all of the above 
0 other (please specify) 
4. If you seldom or never use the door armrest, please indicate your reason(s) below: 
(check one or more) 
0 I cannot steer comfortably with my left arm on it 
0 I do not feel comfortable driving with my left arm at rest 
The door armrest in my vehicle is: 
0 too high 
0 too b w  
0 too far away 
0 too dose 
0 too far forward 
0 too far rearward 
0 too sloped 
0 toosmall 
0 too hard 
0 too soft 
0 I use something other than the door armrest for resting my left arm while I 
drive (please spedfy) 
0 Other (please specify) 
5. Do you ever drive with your left arm resting on the door sill? 
(Indicate by marking an "x" on the scale below: 1 - never, 2 = sometimes, .... , 
5 = most of the time) 
1 2 3 4 5 
summer: I I I I 1 
1 2 3 4 5 
winter: I I I 
PART C. CONSOLE ARMREST 
1. Does the vehicle you usually drive have a console (center) armrest? (circle one) 
Y N 
2. If your vehicle DOES NOT have a console (center) armrest, do you think you would use one if it 
did? (circle one and skip to PART D.) 
Y N 
If your vehicle DOES have a console armrest, answer questions 3-7 . . . 
3. Please indicate the type of console armrest in your vehicle by marking the appropriate boxes 
below: 
PosrnoN: 
0 attached to seat: 
0 stationary 
0 flips up/down 
0 moves fordaft 
0 attached to the floor between driverlpassenger seats 
0 stationary 
0 flips up/down 




4. When driving, how often do you use the console armrest? 
(indicate by marking an "xw on the sa le  below: 1- never, 2 = sometimes, ... , 
5 = most of the time) 
5. How important is the console armrest to you when you are driving your vehicle? 
(indicate by marking an "x" on the scale below: 1 = not at ail important, 
2 = somewhat important, ... , 5  = very important) 
6. If you DO use the consoie armrest, under which driving conditions do you use it? 
(check one or more) 
0 highway (ctuisindnot shifting) 
0 city (starVstop traffic) 
0 mral (shifting and cruising) 
0 daytime 
0 nighttime 
0 all of the above 
0 other (please specify) 
7. If you DO NOT use the console armrest while driving, please indicate your reasons below: 
(check one or more) 
0 I cannot steer comfortably with my right arm on it 
0 I cannot shift properly with my right arm on it 
0 I do not feel comfortable driving with my tight arm at rest 
ewde 
The 'armrest in my vehicle is: 
0 too high 
0 too bw 
0 too far away 
0 too dose 
0 too far forward 
0 too far rearward 
0 too doped 
0 too small 
0 too hard 
0 too soft 
cowk 
0 I we something other than the W armrest for resting my right arm while I 
drive (please specify) 
0 Other (please specify) 
PART D. GENERAL QUESTIONS 
1. Do you usually drhre with one hand or two on the steering wheel? (exdude shiftlng gears) 
2. Label where you usually keep your hands on the steering wheel using the symbol 
your hands in a few different positions) 
to indicate your hands on the wheel: (you may specify more than one position if 
most frequent least frequent 
Questionnaire Results 
Part A 
Subject Vehicles by Group 
Group # 
Vehicle Make andModel 1  2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ALL 
AMC: 
Hornet 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  1  
Spirit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  1 
CHEVY-PONTIAC-OLDS-BUICK: 
Cavalier 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  2 
Chevette 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  2  
Citation 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  1  
Corvette 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  1  
Pick-Up 0 0 0 0 8 1 0 0 0 1  2 
Fire bird 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0  1  
Grand Am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  1 
LeMans 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  1  
Sunbird 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0  4 
6000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  I 
Cutlass 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1  3 
Delta 88 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  1  
Century 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  I 
Skylark 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  1  
CHRY SLER-PLYMOUTH: 
Horizon 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  1  
LeBaron 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0  1  
Reliant 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  2  
Voyager 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0  1  
Volare 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  1  
DATSUN-NISS AN: 













Part A (cont) 
Group # 
























Part B - Door Armrest 
1.) How Often is the Door Armrest Used? 
Scale 
Group 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O A L L  
Scale 
2.) How Important is the Door Armrest? 
Group # 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O A L L  
Condition 
3.) Driving Conditions for Door Armrest 
Group # 






All of Above 
No Answer 
4a.) Reasons for not using the Door Armrest 
Reason 
UncomfortableSteering 2  5  5  4 5  6 7  5  8 10 57 
Uncomfortable at Rest 7 3 5 1 3 3 3 2 0 0 2 7  
Description 
4b.) The Door Armrest Is ... 
Group # 
1 2  3  4 5  6 7  8 9 1OALL 
Too High 
Too Low 
Too Far Away 
Too Close 
Too Far Forward 







5%) Window Sill Used as Amnest in Summer 
Group # 
1 2  3  4 5  6 7  8 9 1OALL 
Scale 
5b.) Window Sill Used as Armrest in Winter 
Group # 
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1OALL 
Part C - Console Armrest 
Answer 
Cl.) Does Vehicle Have A Console Armrest? 
Group # 




2.) Would Use A Console If Vehicle Had One 
Group # 




3.) Type of Console Armrest 
1 2  3 4 5  6  7  8  9 10ALL 
ATTACHED TO SEAT: 
S tationary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  1 
Flips UpDown 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 3  
Moves ForejAft 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 
ATTACHED TO FLOOR: 
Stationary 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 2  6  
Flips UpDown 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 1  5  
Moves Fore/Aft 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 
Soft Material 2 1 2 1 2 4 1 2 0 4 1 9  
Hard Material 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 1  6  
No Answer 8 9 8 7 8 5 9 6 8 5 7 3  
4.) How Often is the Console Armrest Used? 
Scale 
Group # 








5.) How Important is the Console Armrest? 
Group # 








6.) Driving Conditions for Console Armrest 
Group # 
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1OALL 
Highway (cruising) 1 0 1 1 0 3 0 2 0 1  9 
City (start/stop) 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0  4 
Rural (cruise/shift) 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1  4 
Daytime 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 1  6 
Nighttime 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1  5 
All of Above 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 1  6 
No Answer 9 9 9 8 8 5 9 6 9 7 7 9  
7a) Reasons For Not Using Console Armrest 
Reasons 
Group # 
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lOALL 
UncomfortableSteering 1 0  1 0  0  1 0  1 0  0  4 
Can't Shift Properly 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  1 
Uncomfortable at Rest 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1  4 
Description 
7b.) The Console Armrest Is ... 
Group # 
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1OALL 
Too Low 
Too High 
Too Far Away 
Too Close 
Too Far Forward 






Part D - Position of Hands and Body 
# of Hands 
1.) Number of Hands Usually on the Steering Wheel 
Group # 
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10ALL 
One 
Two 
2.) Most Frequent Position of Left Hand 
Group # 









3.) Most Frequent Position of Right Hand 
Group # 










4.) Tendency to Use One Armrest More 
Group # 





5.) Tendency to Lean to use an Armrest 
Group # 






List of Subject Comments from Questionnaire 
Group # Comment 
1 "In city stop-and-go traffic, I rest my right hand on the gear shift at all times. In 
alert traffic situations I keep both hands toward the top of the wheel. When 
cruising and relaxed, I use either both or one hand toward the bottom of the 
wheel and I brace my elbows against the seat. At that time I would probably use 
and armrest. It wasn't until I took this survey that I noticed I had one in my car. 
It is so far away I would have to contort my body to reach it." 
1 "Armrests are just not important to me. I feel safe driving requires both hands 
on s t e e ~ g  wheel." 
"Don't remember ever using armrest in 25 years driving. Was taught best 
control is with hands at 10 and 2. and got comfortable that way. Sometimes 
extend left arm along door sill if on long tip, but ususally prop left elbow on sill 
with hand or f m g d p s  on wheel." 
"Since I was called about this survey, I have become more conscious of armrests 
while driving several different cars besides my own. In none of the cars was the 
armrest comfortable (Ford Escort, Ford Tempo). The Escort console was 
useable, and comfortable to use. If I had a console I would probably use it." 
1 "I never in my life remember using the door armrest in a car for anything except 
pulling the door closed Heavy people use the armrest to help lift themselves out 
of the back seat This has resulted in the armrest being tom away from the 
door. " 
1 "Would probably only use console armrest on long drives or with a floor stick 
shift. " 
2 "If armrests were adjustable (up, down, forward, backward) I'd probably use it 
at least 50%." 
2 "I feel safer with both hands on the wheel when driving ... my children all 
reinforced this teaching received in Driver Ed courses in high school. The only 
time I find myself using the door annrcst is while waiting for a red light, for 
traffic to clear before making a turn, etc. Being right handed, I can't imagine 
ever resting my right axm on an armrest" 
3 "Do you feel that the positioning of seat belt affects use of armrest? 
(Particularly for shorter torso-length individuals). Would responses vary if test 
subject was left-handed or right-handed? How much would responses vary if 
vehicle were equipped with power steering? 
3 "I don't have a console armrest in my car, but I have often used the console 
armrest when I drive a car that does have one. I like to rest my arm against the 
door above the armrest just at the base of the window quite often." 
Table C-2 (continued) 
Summary of Subject Comments During Testing 
Group # Comment 
"I didn't know it was for resting you. arm. I use it to shut the door." 
"Armrests should adjust to accomodate varying relative arm lengths. A center 
armrest is important which is why I use my large hand bag as a center armrest." 
"I'm not sure how armrests can be beniflcial in a manual transmission car. 
Obviously a console armrest is out (If you have the gear shift on the floor). If 
the armrest on the door could be larger without interfering with comfortable 
driving, or softer, or higher, maybe that would work. I think one arm (at least) 
deserves a rest now and then. If there's some way to do it, especially in a tight 
space within a car, it would be a good idea." 
"There is sufficient room in my car so that my arms don't touch the armrest 
while driving in a relaxed position. I use it when I'm stopped and waiting." 
"I normally drive standard transmission cars so I would drive with my left hand 
and my right hand was usually on the gear shift unless I was on the expressway, 
then I used both hands. In our second car, a '78 Oldsmobile, I sometimes drive 
with my left hand and use the console which is soft and folds down." 
'Too narrow, not enough padding, effects nerves in arm." 
"My door armrest is shaped: the angled part is the door handle. When using the 
armrest, I ususally have my elbow on the horizantal part, and my hand on the 
angled part. I prefer this arrangement to horizantal-only armrests. I don't rest 
the axm that's driving on the armrest, because of reaction time in an emergency." 
"Door armrest are good for closing the door and need to be sturdy enough to 
take being pulled shut often. Single console armrests (as compared to dual) with 
padding and that open, are the best kind. Console armrests that retract into the 
seat an nice." 
"I commute 50 miles each way to and from work and feel uncomfortable and 
miss not having a console armrest. The door armrests seem to be too low and 
too far rearward to be comfortable for me. I generally prefer to use the top of 
the door sill for my left hand armrest." 
"In my opinion, driving a vehicle properly requires use of both hands on the 
wheel - armrests, if positioned so the driver can easily rest his armrs and keep 
his hands on the wheel would restrict the driver's movement if he had to make 
sudden course corrections if some unforeseen thing happened. If the driver 
wants easy chair comfort he should stay home in his living room." 
Table C-2 (continued) 
Summary of Subject Comments During Testing 
Group # Comment 
"I always drive with both hands on the wheel and find it difficult to reach the 
armrest comfortably. Maybe that is because I have short arms." 
"The Bobcat door grip/armrest/door release guard is an excellent idea. I miss its 
usefulness when driving other cars. " 
"I think armrests (left and right) are important to comfortable driving. They 
seem to relieve strain and make one's arms less tired on long trips. I will 
definitely choose my next car with left and right armrests." 
"I think the experience of many drivers has been such that most vehicle armrests 
are for looks more than actual use. Most vehicles I've driven have not had 
useful armrests and I do not expect them to be functional." 
"Generally, they are too low and/or too far away. I'm not sure that I would use 
then much anyway except possibly on highways where I am not turning the 
vehicle. Around town 1: think they would be a hindrance and I am reasonably 
certain I woddn9t use them, Consoles are ok for storing stuff but I can't 
remember one ever making a suitable armrest. It seems to me that armrests are 
meant to make up for the lack of support of a poorly designed seat. The best I 
have experienced is a bucket seat in a Porsche. What is generally needed is 
better lateral and lumbar suppor~" 
"I don't miss armrests in city driving because frequent shifting and turning make 
it impossible to rest the arms. Armrests are useful on long freeway trips - seem 
to reduce tension in my arms, shoulders, and back." 
"I think console armrests should move with the seat and should be able to be 
flipped up and down." 
"Position of seat is important - i.e. too far back and armrest is too far forward. 
Side of door is perhaps best position for left am." . 
"I tend to lean to the driver's side of the car to utilize the door sill for rest. I 
doubt whether I would prefer an annrest at any height." 
"On my own vehicles and many others which I have driven, the armrest is too 
far away although I still use it. The armrest should extend far enough toward the 
driver so that the elbow can amain under the wrist instead of flaring out." 
"The next automobile I buy will have a console armrest." 
Table C-2 (continued) 
Summary of Subject Comments During Testing 
Group # Comment 
"Armrests could be very useful, but not without being adjustable. 
I use the window sill all the time in summer as it is more comfortable than 
armrest, not forcing me to lean left. Given the economics of car manufacture, I 
think snowballs could more easily be stockpiled in hell than an adjustable 
armrest ever be manufactured." 
"I now realize that I use the door armrest more than I thought I d i d  If you had 
asked me prior to this study, and without my taking the time to be aware of my 
use, I probably would have said that I hardly ever use it. Ln fact, I use it quite a 
bit without being conscious of it. The door armrest in my Rabbit is somewhat 
low although I can use it without leaning. I think its position dictates where I 
place my hand on the wheel (at 7:OO). If it were higher, I would probably put 
my hand at 9:OO." 
"The position of the door arrmrest in my Cutlass must be perfect for me because 
I was completely unaware that I use it until I checked for the purpose of this 
questionnaire. I like having a console box/armrest, but I never use it as an 
armnst - only to store things." 
"I sure hope m s t s  don't go the way of vent windows - that is, excluded form 
vehicles. Armrests would be of greater benefit is higher or even adjustable." 
"Seems to me the iumrests are too low and I feel myself slouching down to use 
them. Also, in some instances the armrests arc bent and tend to go down in front 
and I sense I am going to slip out." 
"I would like to see swing down adjustable armrests in cars and light trucks of 
the type used in heavy trucks and class a motor homes." 
'The door armrest in my Celebrity is too hard and has that silly hole in it to 
make it a door closer also. My elbow does not like having that hole. Make the 
armrest just that - an armrest, and have a seperate handle for closing the door." . 

APPENDIX I 
SUBJECT COMMENTS DURING TESTING 
Summary of Subject Comments during testing by Group 
Comment 
# per Group 
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8  9 10ALL 
SEAT POSITION - 
Subject felt too close to the steering wheel if seat was positioned to allow 
reaching the pedals 
Would like the seat back to be capable of being positioned more vertical 
The shift knob is too low in the S-Body 
2 4 5 0 1 4 2 0 2 2 2 2  
ARMRESTS - 
The console armrest in the G-Body is too far from the seat laterally 
Could take the door armrest upper limit higher than the maximum upward travel 
that the buck allows 
Never uses either armrest in own vehicle 
Doesn't have or never uses console armrest in vehicle - would rather not have one 
Would never use both armrests at the same time 
